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Three Men Made Good Haul Bureau of Statistics Gives
Figures For Family
on Rocky Mountain Limof Six Taken
ited on the Rock
From Life.
Island.

Attorney

General
Issues Man Escaped In Running
Statement Regarding Status
Fight In Las Vegas
of Railroad In Standard
Freight Yards Early
Oil .Trial.
Today.
AY

NO

THIEVES HAD BEEN
RIDING

!N

PLEASURES
FATHER'S

COACH

DEPARTMENT WAITING

ON

$12

WAGES

FOR

Suddenly
Produced Guns and Typical Case. One of Millions in
Similar Circumstances. Shown
Made Everybody Contribute to
Conin Detail as Evidence of
Their
WithIncreased Prices of
Escaped
ductor and
Necessities.
out Firing a Shot.
Washington, D. C, Sept. 6. The
United States bureau of statistics has
recently compiled facts on the cost of
living as comjmred with wages and
the following figures are taken from
the record of a family of six who
live on the salary of the father, a dry
goods clerk in Washington, who
makes $12 a week.
The names and the address are
withheld for obvious reasons, but the
facts are actual and may be verified
by application to the bureau of labor, by whose experts the data was
collected.
These are times of great prosperity, and remember, 40 per cent higher prices which fall hard upon this
little household.
The family consists of the husband, the wife and four children of
the following ages: 10, 8, 6 and 3
years.
The husband is of middle
age.
power of
The
this couple, with their children, is
equivalent' to about four adults.
y
The family occupies a
brick dwelling, fairly well located.
this was done.
The house has rive rooms, water in
OvcrjHmeretl Conductor.
the kitchen, no bath tub chut Is sanitary. Gas is supplied to the house,
appassenger
The
conductor
peared in tile car with a pistol but but is regulated by a
was promptly covered with four guna meter. A quarter of a dollar is dropped In the stlot. and a certain amount
and forced to drop the gun.
After getting the money, the rob- of gas Is metered out, when it is
bers Jumped from the train which automatically shut off. The rent of
had slowed down for a grade. An at- this house is 114 a month.
tempt was made to enter the sleeper
Dullv Exnensjos.
but the door was locked and the atbe noted here that this
should
It
tempt was abandoned.
rent is considerably more than a
The engineer saw the robbers Jump quarter
of
a
man's salary; which, for
o.T the chair car, anil promptly stopthe poor is a ruinous proportion. But,
ped the train, but the men had disthe man's Income Is about
appeared and no ' search was made although
r,
of a good
he is a
until the train
this city and that
he wants to live decently.
clerk,
and
otneers started from here.
Fourteen dollars is about as well as
Not a SlHit Fired.
he can do. But fie is behind on his
Not a shot was nred, as the pas- rent.
sengers wisely refrained from making
How does this family fare in the
any attempt at resistance and the way of food? A glance at the itemso
was
plainly
overpowered
conductor
ized account of a week's expenses
that resistance on his part was use- will help to show.
less.
Take the accounts for the second
The robbery took place quickly and week in October. The first item is
warning,
no
without the least
hence
baker's bread a loaf a day with
one was prepared for trouble. The an extra supply on Saturday, amountrobbers up to the time of making ing for the week to B3 cents.
their play, had been very quiet and
The next Item is meat. The famwere
asleep.
ily ate no meat all the week, but
Trailing with Bloodhounds.
on Saturday bought 50 cents' worth
Lincoln. N'eb., Sept. 6. city De- of beef for stewing, and 10 cents
tective Malone, of Lincoln, this morn- worth of sausage. Total for meat,
ing started with two men with blood60 cents.
hounds In pursuit of the bandits who
There is a baby in the family, so
3
looted the Rock Island train No.
cents a day
the next item is milk
early this morning.
The trail was (exceipt Friday when it was 4 cents)
discovered a short
distance from
making a total of 58 cents a week
Alve.
for milk.
On Monday there was an Item of
43 cents for baby food.
went on Moncoffee 8
PRETTY ORA ROGERS IN dayForand 18 centscents
on Tuesday. Total,
tal. 2 cents.
5
On Thursday
cents went for
doughnuts, 10 cents for syrup, and
23 cents for sugar.
JUDGE M'CEEUAN'S
That was all the money spent during the week fur food.
On Saturday 17 cents was spent
for a necktie, and 10 cents for stockCOURT

Omaha, Neb., Sept. 6. The Rocky
Mountain limited passenger train on
the Rock Island road, was raided this
near
morning Just before daylight
Murdock, Neb., by three masked men.
through
the chair
The robbers went
car, robbing every passenger, securing" their pocket books and purses.
They covered the train crew with revolvers and escaped by stepping from
the train. Railroad detectives and
sheriff's posses are in pursuit, but the
robbers have several hours start.
Holders W ore I'u.shoiujits.
The robbers were passengers on the
train. Shortly after leaving Murdock
the three men arose from their seats,
their faces covered with musks anil
witil revolvers in each hand covered
the passengers. Then the leader or
dered everybody to keep still ajid not
resist else they would be shot.
Two men went down the aisles with
hats. In their hands, while the third
kept the passengers covered. The
passengers were ordered to throw
theii pocketbooks into the hat and
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GOVERNOR CURRY GUEST

two-stor-

TOWN

OE LAS VEGAS

GY WHITE
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TODAY

Charged Metan Enthusiastic Reception Unable to Bear Blacks' In
Conductors.
solence. Mob Whips
With Murder. Are Fion His First Visit
Them Away.
nally Out of Jail.
There.

Two

ditch-digge-

ings.

Ura Ropers, the pretty
Daughter of V. 11. Rogers, proprietor
of the Jemez Hot Springs hotel, was
before Judge McClellan this afternoon at 3 o'clock charged with obtaining goods under false pretenses.
The complaining witness was L. II.
Stern of Die Ijon store. Miss Rogers
went to the Lion store Saturday night
two weeks ago and bought a skirt
and a shirt wa'sl and some other
good amounting to f!.8. She told
Mr. Steirn. whom she t.adc-.- with personally, th.it she hud a check from
her parent-but th.it she had come
down tow and left it at home. She
said that she would have It cashed on
Monday and pay him. Miss Rogers
was making her home
with Mrs.
Smith, of 12 John street.
Monday came, but MWs Rogers did
not come to the store. The next day
Mrs.
to
Mr. Stern sent
Smith's
twice but each
time they failed to gain entrance.
The next day Mr. Stern visited the
Smith residence himself an-- saw Miss
Rogers. The young In ly said th.it
she had the money but lost it.
Mr. Stern informed the girl's f.ith-e- r
and Mr. Rogers e.ime to the city
the double purpose of
paving the bill tne girl had contracted
and getting her to return home Willi
At 3 o'clock this afternoon he
him.
had be, a unable to yet her to return
to her horn.- tml the charge of larceny was held again.--t her pending
her
Mi's Rogers Is an unsually pretty
girl, well formed, blue eyes and auburn hnfrfh Is unusually intelligent
,i:d verv neM in Hppearanre. She
.1
pin-her lips
stood up bravely
before th" court at the openlns of the
1;
In her eves
hear':"; but
In fore she pot through with her story.
S!i- - io k iow!-Iall thit the variant .ha:';-- a n hr with. She h.n been
living in to
f the pist six months
Bid his t. a le her h me with Mrs.
Smith, fir whom she s..ys that she is
wirkir?. for a large part of thit time.
Sh..tli.it Mrs. Smith is paying
her J5 a week. Mi?s Rogers useJ to
go to school in Allju'iuerque.
l
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Not an Kxcvotlonnl

C'uso.

For fuel and lighting during the
week 25 cents went for a basket of
coal, 23 cents Into the gas meter

and 11 cents for kerosene.
On Saturday 25 cents went to the
man eolleetlnir on the rug which
had been bought on the installment
plan. Also $1.02 to the man collecting on the insurance policies.
Four times during the week Ice
was bought. 5 cents worth at a time.
Total, 2o cents.
I'nder miscellaneous expenses were
medicine 10 cents, a nipple for the
baby's bottle 5 cents, polish 10 cents,
laundry 75 cents and washing soda 1
cent. Total expenses for the week,
$ti.43 of which $4.2 was for food.
And this was not ait exceptional
week for this family.
Take the Item of meat and see
how it looks in other Weeks.
The
week before the one recorded above
It came to S3 cents; the week following it came to 64 cents; the next
week it was 40 cents, the next 52 and
so on.
Not very much nourishment
in that!
For this poor clerk's family the
bread bill was actually larger than
the meat bill, the former amounting
in live weeks I j $3 OS and the latter
to $2.!1.
la tive Weeks the family spent but
33 cents for vegetables and fruit.
Their milk ami butter cost them
$4.11 (mostly for the babyi and the
bill for groceries was $.",.511.
Kxcrj tVni XrWMsury.
During the same tive weoks clothing cos: this family $3.40; fuel and
lights $4.61, furniture atid utensils
$,2.37, insurance $5.52, and miscellaneous items $6.6(1. A grand total
for the the Weeks of $3vK5. not
rent.
The five weeks' rent amounts !
$17.30. Thi". a ided to tile foregoing,
makes th- - living cx;e:i-e- s for the tive

MAY CAUSE TROUBLE
HELD FOR ONE YEAR
WILL GO TO RATON .
WITH GREAT BRITAIN
DESPITE INNOCENCE
AND CLAYTON ALSO!
Bellingha.ni. Wash., Sept.
6. Last
night a cry was raised in this city to
"drive out the Hindus," and all night
a mob searched the city for the natives of India. As a result six Hindus
were badly beaten, about 400 sought
refuge in Jail, and about 750 were
driven from the city and started for
Canadian territory.
The blacks have been replacing the
whites in the mills and of late have
grown Insolent, and It Is said, have
insulted a number of women.
are subjects of
As the Hindus
tireat Britain, International complications will result.
Whites AroitstNl.
There has been continual dissatisfaction here over the fact that the
Hindus worked for cheaper wages
than the white laborers, and that they
also cared nothing for extra hours,
wot king any length of time demanded In the factories, for less than the
Americans could live on.
They seemed to feel their superiority In every respect over the whites,
and as a consequence, an
lias grown that has become as high
as that in the south against the arrogant negro. The authorities have
expected trouble for some time but
nothing serious came until last night
when news that Hindus had Insulted
W ill Vl-- lt
Hilton.
a number of excellent while women
Governor Curry will leave tomor- became noised aibout. An hour later, a
row morning for Katun, where the mob siarted for the Hindu settlement
new executive will be accorded an- end, despite the efforts of the police
other cordial welcome. Governor Cur- and the defensive actions of the
ry expects to spend two days at Ba- black", the whites routed the Hindus
ton and the surrounding points In and forced them out of the city.
Colfax county, where years ago he
made his advent into the territory as
a youth in the role of cowboy. From
Katun the Junkeleis will go to Clayton, where they will be guests of the
Clayton Commercial club.

Newark, Ohio, Sept. 6. Grant Ferguson, . a former railroad conductor
here, 'telegraphs from Aguascalientes,
Mexico, as follows: "Edward Stover
and W. B. Speed were released from
prison yesterday by order of the Mexunconditionally,
government,
ican
and no charges were made against
them."
Jstover and Speed are two American conductors, who were imprisoned
over a year ago charged with a murder which neither committed.
Frequent requests have been made
by their friends
for their release
since it was an assured fact that they
were guilty of no crime, but all efforts were vain. Finally the matter
was taken through the American consul at Mexico to the state department
and negotiations have been on for the
release of the railroad men for sortie
discharge
time, resulting In their
from custody yesterday.
Were Innocent.
Neither was ever given a hearing
no
warrants were ever
formal
and
read to them, as far as their friends
In America know.
They were imprisoned on a charge of murder and
held, with ull the tenacity
of the
Mexican government to
back the
prison officials.
At first it was believed that the
two men prolwbly might have been
in charge of trains which accidentally
killed someone in Mexico, but this
proved to tie a mistake. They were
a murder
arrested for committing
which occurred while they were in
city.
another

Las Vegas, N. M.. Sept. 6. (SH-cia- l)
Governor George Curry Is the
guest of this city today. He urriveiV
early this morning and was greeted
by a great throng of people at the
Santa Fe station, an informal reception being held on the platform.
The governor was accompanied by
it. 1. Krvien, commissioner of public
lands, and Col. Jose U. Sena.
Immediately after breakfast
this
morning the party made a trip to the
mesa farms, Governor Curry's visit
having been made with the object
principally of viewing the dry farming successes of this section. The normal university and the insane usylum
were also Inspected and the parly
Vegas.
then returned to
Chief Justice William J. Mills entertained Governor Curry and party
at luncheon at his home and this
evening a reception in honor of the
governor will be given In the rooms
of the Commercial club. It is probable that everybody In I.as Vegas and
vicinity will attend, this being the
governor's first visit to this city since
he assumed his official position.
After the reception a smoker, a
sort of stag affair, will be held In
the club parlors.
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Slielbyville, Ind.. Sep.

6.

Shelby-vill- c

is in tile tlirots of another race
war.
Tile trouble van started when
tive negroes attacked Bolieenian Dan-ie- l TRINIDAD
Sharkey and beat him into insensibility last night. Five shots were
tiled at the Heeling negroes but as
A
far as known none took effect.
pusse of one hundred men
tlo city. Tw i negroes w ere captured

near the outskirts
and are closely
guarded in jail. The tercets ate now
of
den
Slielbyville'.- -

Is
to k ro population
badly mixed, there being a number
of lougii negroes crowded in among
the working population, and the latter
has had to sutler for the former's inis-dds. The trouble la.- -t night Is altogether attributed to five tough negroes, who were creating a disturbance and who resisted the policeman
when he uttemnted to arrest them.
His order to them to come along met
$56
Weeks
with a blow from one of the prisoners and
did not desist until the
On a salary ! $12 a Week ihu
is $6". leaving a margin of ttieir was bad'y hurt.
eli-e
Is
1'
sickJ:l..",5
probaloe hat an attempt w ill
to cover everything
ness, clothing (for there is nothing be made tonight to drive the negroes
from the city, though the police re
In tiie above lor renewal of clothusing every e.Tjf. to prevent further
ing), papers, bookrf, education,
ei

in-ci-

th---

I

Olsoi

jer.

UP

Governor Curry expects to ! absent from the capital in all about five
days. lie will probably make short
Aside
speeches at all the towns.
from bis trip to Albii'iieiitie. where
he w ent to nn ct Secieliry James K.
Garfield, of the depart incut of the
rior. this is bis first tup from Santa
Fe since he was inaugurated to the
gubernatorial office of New Mexico.

ON

AND
BIG

Lenox, Mass., Sept. 6. Jn referring
the continuance for three weeks
of the grand Jury investigation of
the rebating cases against the Chicago. & Alton railway, in Judge iJin-di- s'
court in Chicago, Attorney General Bonaparte today stated that he
does not understand why Attorney
Situs did not read a letter written
by the attorney general bearing on
this case, to the grand Jury last Tuesday, but ho believed Sims had some
good reason for not so doing.
general's statement
The attorney
follows:
"On August 14 Jidge Landls asked, In substance, tha'. the department
of Justice consider portions of the
transcript of testimony In the case of
the United States against the Standard Oil company of Indiana, in order to determine whether the Chicago & Alton railroad company, its
otlicers and employes, were entitled
to the beneiits of an agreement assuring It nnd them of immunity against
criminal prosecution in connection
with the granting of certain rebates
to the Standurd Oil company.
Agreement W'uh Made.
In compliauca
"The department,
with the desire of Judge Iandls, examined the above mentioned record.!
and carefully investigated the entire
subject, and as a result of such investigation, the attorney general, on
August HI), wrote to Edwfn W. 81ms,
United States attorney at Chicago,
informing him in substance that the
agreement was shown to have been
made in June or July, 1906, by T.
B. Morrison, Mr, Sims' predecessor
in otlice; that Mr. Morrison's action
appears to have been duly authorized
the time by the department; that
at
In the opinion of the department the
arrangement had greatly facilitated
the indictment and conviction of the
company, and that
OH
Standard
while certain nortiona of the evidence
might be fairly open to unfavorable
comment the department regarded
the government as bound In good
faith, und also as a matter of public
policy, to give effect to the agreement.
t
to Sims.
"Mr. Sims was Instructed to read
this letter when the grand Jury reconvened on Sentember 3, and to
take such further action to the foregoing as might seem to the court,
and to himself, appropriate In the
premised.
"The department learns that Mr.
Sims did not comulv with these instructions by reason of having had
called to his attention very recently
certain new. and In his Judgment,
material facts, which ho thought
should be submitted to the department for its further consideration
its conclusion should be finally
For this purpose he
announced.
asked, and was granted bv the court,
a delay of three weeks. The department Is not yet advised as to what
are thi facts thus ascertained by Mr.
Sims.
"It has great confidence In his
sound Judgment and his devotion to
duty, and It awaits his reply before
taking further action In the premises.
Inasmuch, however, as the circumstances of the case may be llaible to
misconstruction, it is deemed proper to submit now the present statement to the Diibllc."
Sims Discovered Xwv Fact.
Chicago, 111.. Sept. 6. I'M win S.
Sims, U. S. attorney, toduy stated
tluit his failure to read the letter to
the grand Jury had been owing to
his having discovered some facts
within a few hours before the meeting of the Jury, and for that reason
he had that body adjourned for three
consent. Mr.
week, bv Judge
Sims will go to Washington at once
to .submit his facts to the attorney
general.
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Austin, Texas. Sept. 6. Th International Harvesting Company of Wisconsin, yesterday pleaded guilty to a
W ilalioii of the Ti xas anti-trulaws
am! paid a tine of $371,1(00, assessed
DEAD by the court. The company also
agro-that a perpetual injunction be
niered forhbljiug It to operate In
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EARNER
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EVIDENCE

District Attorney Has Discovered The First Reports Indicated That
New Facts Which Caused Him
Amount Was Ten Times as
to Act Otherwise Than DiGreat-O- ne
Suspect Is
rected by Bonaparte's
Still Belnq Held
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Vegas, N. M., Sept. 6. (Spec-lul- .)
ODicera
attempted early this
morning' to arrest a suspect In the

Baton mall rubbery, but the man
escaped In a running revolver fight
in the Santa Fe frekght yards.
He
tired several shots at his pursuers,
who returned the lire, but in tho
uatkness and shadows thrown by
cars in the yards, be escaped, uninjured ag far as is known. The
also were unharmed.
The man's Identity Is unknown
here, the attemut at arresting him
having been made when the olllcers,
while searching the yards, saw him
examining a bundle of letters, supposed to be those stolen from the
looted pouch at Katon. He carried
the letters with him when he fled.
A search has been made of all cars
leaving the yards and every possible means of egress from the city Is
closely watched, hence it is almost
certain that the alleged thief Is still
Ip the city and his capture w'U be a
matter of hours, since the olllcers saw
him plainly just before he discovered that they were about to arrest
him.
Authorities Admit. Ixiss.
The railroad authorities here admit the loss by this mail robbery but
0.
Insist that it Is 50u instead of
The postal authorities are also
making an Investigation.
To rubbery occurred In Raton
Tuesday morning. The baggage room
at tha Santa F station In that city
open early Tuesday
was broken
morning and a mall pouch, which
held a number of registered letters
and two registered packages containing about 15.000. was stolen.
The baggageman returned a few
minutes before 1 o'clock In the morning and missing the moil sack which
he was holding for No. 8, he at once
notified the Santa Fe officials who
immediately put several special officers at work on the case.
.Mull Suck l'ound.
The postal authorities
T.ere also
notified and two secret serv'ce men
were detailed to take
chase.
tha
Some hours la'e.- - the mail sack
was found in the vards at Baton. It
had been cut open with a knife and
the contents rlHe.l. All the .'etters
were opened, but many of them have
been reeoverd.
One registered letter alone, it is
said, contained t.'itio in cash. Two
packages that w.-- taken from th
pouch, according t reports, containolU-ce-

Ja.-00-

p

e

ed

4,50O.

Held.
One
A man giving nls name as Charles
Leroy was arrested several hours after the robbery waa dlscoverel and
locked up In the Baton Jail under
suspicion, but he prove, it is 'aid,
that he was not the gullir party.
as it is
However, h was detalne
believed that he is the ma.i who
rehired an express car in the Pass
City some time ago.
8u-tM-

'

GOVERNOR WILL AP-
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i'ii-ru- l
Fall Says legislative AsHwnhly Had Not 1 Ught to
Appoint Meinlx-rof Uw
Board IV(,.M eni-iH- 'n

AKornt-- v

s

Ite-visi-

ItOMlgu.

Fe, Sept. 6. (Smh-IuI.- )
Santa
Attorney General A. B. Fall today
rendered an opinion to the effect that
the last legislature in naming the
nieinliers of a law revision commission to revise the laws of the territory exceeded Its authority.
The attorney general holds that
the legislature had not the right to
name the members of the commission but thai this authority was vested in the governor only.
Therefor Governor Curry, It Is understood, will name a new commission.
Charles Spless. an attorney of I.as
Vegas, and the president of the council In the last legislature tendered
his resignation a a member of the
It is understood that
commission.
Elmer K. Studley. of Baton, member
of th levlslatlve house has also resigned and that these resignations
will the accepted bv the governor upon
his return to the capital.
It is understood here that the governor will place on the commission
David J. Iahv. of Ls Veg is, and
II. M. Dougherty, of Socorro.

Sept. 6i
Kv..
Louisville.
The
of the street railthreatened
way employes, which was believed to
be Inevitable last night, has been
averted and cars are running as
usual. Mavor Bingham secured a
Texas.
promise from representatives of the
6.
Dr. M.
Trinidad. .Colo..
was maoe some days company
Complaint
last night to give the un-l- o
Beshoar. one of liie three oldest no against Hie harvastei company
nmeii their assurances that iij
white men to take uu a residence in by the
attorney general of the state discrimination
would be made against
night
a
Trinidad, died last
after short
y
Texas, who aliened that the
them.
Illness at the age of 74 years. He ol
is a trust and that It operates
served in the confederate army as Io Hie exclusion of independent goods.
SEVERAL KILLED IN
surgeon, and cam-- to Colorado in He
wii.i, in:
the courts of Texas to assess sic.
liVii; itm ssi:mbi.v.
the Pueblo Chlef- -' n peii .liy against tiie company and to
166. He founded
liia. later Hi,- Trim i id Advertiser. restrain it from further operations in
Missoula, Mont.,
Sept. 8. SecreHe vi one of the Hi nt popular men Texas.
ROCK ISLAND WRECK
The admission of the com-- i tary of War Tit was notified today
in the state.
upon
p. my
concluded the effort liiat the steauisiiip M inue.-oif the Male
Io coli Vict it.
which he Is to sail for the east, will
(tlMMIsslOMili Wil l.
It Is probable now, that the confts-.loifn- f not leave Seattle until Sept. 1J. She
Mil' TALK Silt I KM
the company In Texas will be was scheduled to sail Sept. 10. The
St. I'aul. Minn., Sept. 6. A
New Y nk. Sept. 6.
1'niled Stales used In oilier states to secure con- delay will bring him to Manila at
special from Waterloo, lowu.
B. viction, against the trust, and it 'is least two days loo late for him to
says that the I'hK atf M,nneCharles
ll.ibo- CoiniiiisJ-.oiie.Villi is In re to meet the in in o; i at Ion possible that the United Slates gv-- i preside at the first session of the
dyer mi the li.uk
ked lie ir .'o; i i. 4
commission. He aid that bis mis- - eminent may take up the matter In new 1'hilipptiiB assembly which conroad was w
The. Philippine t Iowa, today. Several are repoit- had nothing to do wiih the teleg- order to prevent the alleged com- - venes on Oct. 16.
in Yomuilsslon probably will change the
raphers' strike, whivh he declined to blnalioti from transacting
ed killed and thirtv In lured.
I an)
j.jU In the union.
uuie H Oct.
instead of Oft. lti.
diecu.
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ALBUQUERQUE

PACK TWO.

in cash. The citizens of Sulphur gave $1,500 toward the expense
of the survey. As projected the road
runs through big deposit of coal
and asphalt.
returned yesterday
I'.IIl Williams
to Its Vegas from a trip to Knipor-lKan., where
purchased six
he
teams of mules. Mr. Williams will
commence Monday to plow the lire
guards along the Santa Fe right of
day between las Vegas and Katon,
and has figured out that the mules
will travel a distance of 22,750 miles
on the work.
1,.
F. Bacon, traveling passenger
agent for the Santa Fe out of Kansas City, Mo., spent yesterday in Albuquerque and left for the east last
night. Mr. Bacon accompanied the
Lombard! Italian Orand Opera company here from Kansas City. Here
the company was given In charge of
a passenger ngent from the coast
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FOR SAVING

t" live along the trail of the
annual train, and sevlou. to, fur the
mother-in-laand the poor relations
and still
who design vNlting you.
more serious when ymi come to congetting1
them
sider the mean for
back home again.

TintKi:

kivm

i.im:s

H014 (H I IN JIAIT. IKillT
Montgomery, Ala., Sept., 5. The
Hrr frnttu nf vletnrv for (lov. fointT
In the reduction
are evident
rates for passvngers and
of the
frelsrht In the state made on 16U0
miles of track, with 2."0 more jniles
agreeing to come In on the first of
October. The rates are reduced in
many cases as much as 100 per cent,
and often as much as 5" per cent.
The passenger rates are brought
dow n from 3 to 2 Scents per mile.
The following lines have agreed to
put In the rates: All lines of the
Southern. Including the Mobile &
Ohio, the Memphis and Charleston,
the Alabama, fireat Southern and
the Mobile and Hirmingham; lines
of the Seaboard Air Line, the Frisco
and the Chattanooga Southern. The
Atlantic Coast L,lne Is coming in
October 1. The lines which are
righting still and refuse to be put
In the rates are the Louisville and
Nashville, the Western of Alabama
of Georgia. The
and the Central
Louisville and Nashville has secured
an order from the 1'nited States
court preventing the arrest of any of
their men for violations of the acts,
sheriffs
said that
It having been
would arrest In spite of the federal
Injunctions, holding that this is a
criminal motion which the federal
court has no right to enjoin

AND

$3,000.00
IN PURSES AND PREMIUMS

The rear rullman of train No. !,
Base Ball
which went In the ditch at Holllday,
I
1111
passed through
Kan., Wednesday.
Horse
Races
the city this morning on train No.
7.
Cocking
The conductor was the only perMains
son seriously Injured In the Holllday
She Stopped The California
Trap Shooting
wreck. Three cars went into the
ditch.
Busting
Bronco
of
Edge
Limited at
James A. Law son, United States
of railroad safety appliInspector
Singers
Washout.
ances, with headquarters at Austin,
Texas, arrived In Las Vegas yesterday
Ascension
Balloon
and will soend several days there on
olilclal business.
Chicago. III., Sept. 9. Mrs. Minnie
Miners' Drilling Contest
Houdeshell and her husband will reof Jose
A laborer by the name
Sports and Exhibits
Indian
ceive $l,ODO and Frank Jackson and
Crorero. lost the first and fourth fin1. n. Aylesworth each will be frlven
Kl
Moro
gers
at
right
his
hand
of
Agricultural and Mineral Exhibits
$250 fur their part In savin the Calhandling
yesterday morning while
ifornia limited on the Atchison, Torails.
peka & Santa Fe from goinK through
. ALBUQUERQUE DAY, SEPTEMBER 29
a brklee the morning- of Augustgen-11
ClmnilM-rlaln'- s
Cough Bcnicdy One of
near Hart. Mo. J. K. Hurley,
on the Market.
the.
manager
Atchison,
of
the
eral
many
years Chamberlain's
For
& Santa Fe, was authorized toCough
I J - 5 round trip from all points south of
Remedy
has consantly gained
day by the executive department to
in favor and popularity until It Is
make drafts on the treasurer for the
medistaple
now
Vegas,
Fe.
most
one
of the
via the
mounts named and give them to th
cines In use and has nn enormous
persons named with the compliment
sale. It is Intended especially for
acute throat
and lung diseases,
Cornado A. Baca, Sec.
Aniceta Abeyta, Pres.
John Houdeshell was employed as
such as coughs, colds and croup, and
a laborer and his wife, Minnie, as a
can always be d epended upon .It is
HAS
lXMi
IIOAD
KAII.
contractor,
a
Jackson,
by
rook
Frank
and safe to take and Is unTAX OF ITS OWN pleasant
at a camp near bridge No. 489 on the
doubtedly the best !n the market
El Paso, Tex.. Sept. 15. An order for the purpose
Missouri division of the Atchison,
for which It Is InOCX3CXXX300CXXXXXXXXXXX)OCX30C
Raynolds will remain a few days in
Topeka and Santa Fe near Hart. Mo. has been Issued bv general baggage tended. Sold by All Lrugglsts.
Aylesworth also was employed at the agent W. W. Monroe, of the G. H. &
the Meadow City on a visit to his
dogs will
parents. Mr. and Mrs. Jefferson Raycamp.
The California limited was S A., that. In Inthe future
the same class as
nolds, and thence return to Santa Fe
due to pass Hart at 5:23 o'clock in be considered
an
carriages,
baby
and
bicycles
and
4
o'clock the
for a few days.
the morning. About
TRINIDAD IS COMING
morning of August 11 Mrs. Houde-he- ll ecess rate will be charged for shipHr. and Mrs. H. M. Smith. Charles
In
was awakened by a loud crash. ping them in baggage cars. As
Ilfeld. Herman C. llfeld, Arthur C.
She and the three men found that the case of other articles of this class,
Ufeld
and Albert Stern, of Las Veon a
UCXXXXX3CXXXXXXXXXXXXDOCXXXXJ
gas, attended the wedding of Max
the bridge had fallen and flagged the the minimum ratewillwillbe becollected
COLD
WITH
by
and
scale
train.
Nordhaus to Miss Bertha Staab, at
checking agent.
Santa Fe yesterday.
When the passengers realized the theThis
DO YOU Girr THE CITIZEN?
order has destroyed one of
danger they had escaped they ImmeMrs. Numa
Raymond and niece,
customs of the
diately made up a purse of $130 and the
Miss Frenger, who have been
Owing to the fact that even
FEET
the
Incidentally, has cut off the
Upon toac' and,
rave it to Mrs. Houdeshell.
guests
In Las Vegas,
Mrs.
of
Citlboys
Monette
the
The
best
carrier
from a nice little
arriving in Chicago all the passengers train baggagemen
will
tomorrow
leave
for
now
Fe.
secure
zen
Santa
will
to
is
able
receivthey
been
have
that
signed resolutions which were sent income
where they will spend several days
und then fail to deliver your pa- for the handling of canines.
to the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe ing
to
New
before
returning
per
owing
York.
6
to
the fact
and also
This has often amounted to quite a,
Trinidad Is coming to Alhuiiuerque
to be transmitted to Mrs. Houde- sum
that your neighbor may nowMiss Genevieve Morrison, youngof money for the baggagesmash-erwith cold feet. They are not so sure
shell.
appropunthinkingly
and
then
er daughter of Mr. and Mrs. A. L.
as the owners are usually charged of
winning away
home as they
your
at
Heard Bridge Fall.
left
Citizen
rlate
The
Morrison,
Jr.. of Santa Fe, left this
from 50 cents to $1 for taking care are In their own from
little village with
door and forget to return It, it morning for Denver,
Mrs. Houdeshell was awakened by of the dogs.
Colo., to attend
muddy
they
streets
are
not
and
paper
with
arranged
has
this
falling
bridge.
She
the crash of the
school at Loretto Heights. She was
The first dog to travel under the
any large bunch of rooters
Telegraph company
Postal
the
ran to the ravine and learned that new rule was a lopeared roxnound bringing
by her father.
accompanied
Lamy
to
What a shame.
Rut It is
to deliver you an extra copy in i
the west stone abutment had fallen that arrived this morning from San along.
Hon. Elmer E. Studley, of Raton,
get
won
they
promised
t
lone
that
yours
to
event
fails
that
the
nd that the steel girders and frame- Antonio. He had a check attached some.
member of the law revision commisThey treated the Brownies
reach you. There is no addition- - 4 sion,
work supporting
the tracks were to his collar and Is being taken care
and a leading attorney of northwhen the latter made a pll
expense to you. II your pa- al
ron. The ties were still clinging to of by depot baggageroom force as- royally
New Mexico, who
to Trinidad a couple
or
attended the
per does not reach you by reg- - t ern
the tracks that were stretched across sistant baggagemaster A. Dean Bra- grimage
In
of the board
session
yesterday
ago,
weeks
and the same treatment
call up the Postal
carrier
ular
the ravine so that the engineer of sher being appointed chief of the will
Fe,
Santa
home
this afterreturned
be
accorded
here.
them
There t Telegraph
company
PHOIsej
an approaching train could not have dog department.
noon.
may be a few lemons passed out at
NUMBER 36 and tell them. A
seen that the supports were gone.
Traction park, but that will be all. It
messenger boy will supply you
Kecundlno Romero, c'ork of the
Knowing that it was nearly time TKXAS HAIMtOAH LAWS
will be vice versa. Rut that Trinidad
court, and
fourth Judicial district
with a copy of The Citizen. In
for the Atchison, Topeka & Santa
CAISK MOHK TUOVm.E. Is coming with frosty feet Is evident
we can also keep t family, accompanied by Mrs.
John
Fe's California limited, she gathered
of for- from the following from the Trinidad f this manner,
Passenger representatives
our
Colo.,
Roach,
of
La
misses
of
Junta,
of
the
have retrack
some sticks and built a fire on the eign lines as well as those of lines Advertiser:
v own
you
get
can
a
and
to
from
visit
Romero
carriers
the
turned
tracks near the west end of the tres- operated in Texas . have encViuntered
your paper rain or shine.
ranch at El Cuervo, to their home
Trinidad team will leave Fri
tle. The engineer of the California a proposition under the new laws dayThe
HEM EM BEH THE NUMBER
morning for Albuquerque, one of
at Las Vegas.
limited saw the fire and stopped the that has tilled them with dismay.
36.
villages
Mexico,
leading
PHONE
New
the
of
Mrs. D. W. Dailey, of Fort Maditrain within fifty feet of the ravine. Texas some time ago decided that no
the Meln
son, Iowa, Is expected In Santa Fe
She had also sent her husband to Texas road can carry free the fold- where they will encounter
and fully expect to
In a few days on a visit to her sisflag the train with a lantern, but the ers or other advertising matter of tosh Browns
strike a snag. The Rrowns play
headlight was In sight before he had other lines.
Mrs. Dalley's
In ter. Mrs. F. P. Sturges.
C. H. IViuglas. of Denver, is
great
In their own barnyard and
husband Is a veteran locomotive enrone more than a few yards.
an exchange It Is ball
has
been
custom
Santa Ke for a short visit.
The
generally
the
understood
that
passengers
on
In
gineer
employ
of the Atchison,
The
the train, when
the
courtesy in the distribution
of
I.. Ci. Gallegos and Benito Oallegos
must
do
some
needs
& Santa Fe railway. He manthey learned what Mrs. Houdeshell of
such advertising matter, frequently Trinidads
mighty swatting In order to win. The are In Luis Vegas on business from Topeka
engine
pulled the first
had done, gave her money, which bulky, which hag been "dead-headened
the
that
are
sore over their their homes ut Gallegos, N. M.
he wrapped up in a cloth. When
into Santa Fe.
as baggage. The roads often Browns defeatsomewhat
OaJlegos, a prominent train
here and have made a
Albino
he counted It at 7 o'clock In the work together and this change makes double
Jose Salazar y Ortiz, a well known
big howl
about unialr umpiring sheepman from Ivos Conchas, wins In
morning she had $130.
an awkward situation.
citizen in Rio Arriba county, spent
methods In Trinidad. The Santa Fe L,a Vegas today from his ranch.
The train carried 250 passengers
distribu
is
made
that
the day In Santa Fe on business. A
The claim
Is making no rates and the coterie of
Miss Jennie Greenlee, a new teach
and it was about five minutes after tion of such advertising matter by rooters
sale has Just been made at the Mesa
will
be
therefore
small.
This
university,
arrived
at
er
the
normal
woman
found the caveln that the hand is practically impossible and
the
Prleta land (crant under a decree isa handicap to the locals, but In
train was stopped by the bonfire. The that the only relief In sight will be lthequite
Ls Vegas Last evening from Em- sued
by the first
Judicial district
funs are hoping for the best.
headlight of the engine, as it stood for the outside lines to make the rule
poria, Kansas.
court
for Rio Arriba county for the
,
Paving a Wuy for Defeat.
near the edge of the ravine, did not retroactive and make Its obnoxious- of Kansas City, benefit of the owners and claimants
Lucia n.
enow the true condition of the bridge. ness felt bv the Texas lines.
Just so that the people of New arrived In Las Vegas yesterday on a of the grant. He was custodian of the
Mexico may know how the people of visit to his parents, Mr. and Mrs. E. property, and the sale was made yesTrinidad feel about the matter, The Kosenwald and family.
ONLY ONE TKAIX YKAltLY
SANTA FE KltFXTINfi
terday for the sum of $2,000 to a
itizen cups anotner little "cold feet
ON IKN.SV1,VANIA IIOAD.
SKVEHAL m iLIUNGS. istory
U. F. Morris, postmaster at Santa Denver capitalist, James S. Smith.
s.
Chronicle-Newfrom
the
The Cruz, Is In Santa FV on business be
Ran Bernardino, Sept. 6. The site
In Pennsylvania there Is a railand Mrs. R. C. Rankin, of
Is away off his balance.
The fore the I'. S. court. He Is accom- LasMajor
road branch over which but one for the new Santa Fe storehouse was scribe
Vegas, passed through the city
a
hase
ball
or
con
bee
else
stricken
set,
yesterday,
and
year
out
a
the
stakes
is
laid
by
family.
run.
train
panied
his
last night en route to Los Angeles,
now all is in readiness for the con science has so warped his imagina
Think of missing that train!
A. J. Houghton,
of Cottonwood Cal., where they will make their futhat he doesn t know right Falls.
Imagine yourself starting out from tractors, Noyes and Boggs of Los An Hon sowrong.
ture
home. They were among Ivas
of
old
Kun.,
time
resident
an
Manager O. A. Matson
home when you hear the engine geles, to take hold and rush the from
Vegas, Is In the
Meadow City Vegas' most popular people, having
Iis
Albuquerque
of
Rrowns,
the
has
completion.
building
speedy
to
a
on
hill.
west
of
whistle
the
Think
there for thirteen years, and
"squealed" about the bunch from his home on a several days aresided
legging it down the incline and pelt
The building proper will be 50 by never
large number of friends bade them
ltennett handed them visit.
platform on that Umpire
ing across the meadow, and bursting 312 feet, with a
Godspeed
when they left the city.
Mr. and Mrs. A. Cunningham, of
but it was a Trinidad mun that told
on to the station platform with your either side.
There will be an add! the
New Orleans, left Las Vegas this Mrs. Rankin was the guest of honor
story.
was
man
This
Trinidad
70
platform
west
end
your
at
tlonnl
pounding
In
the
side
holes
evening,
a musicale Wednesday
heart
real sport. What he said about morning for the Cutler ranch at Ro- - at
and your breath coming in frightful by 300 feet, with an oil basin under aRennctt
some she being one of ihe territory's best
s eyes would not look well In clada, where they will spend
gulps only to see the rear end of neath.
vocalists.
print. A Denver Republican dispatch time.
Inspector F. F. Aldls of Chief
the last car of that annual train 100
The foi'. owing articles of incorporaIn Trinidad said that
lien
E. T. Winters of the lied Cross
Phillips' office of the Santa Fe, written
yards away and gathering speed at
nett
was "rotten."' There drug store in Imh Vegas, returned tion have been tiled In the otliee of
every yard!
reached here Monday and will be In musts beumpiring
Secretary Nathan Jaffa:
a "nigger In the wood pile" this morning from a month's trip to Ti rritorial
And then
think of the anglnus charge of the building of the new
Principal
here.
his home at Toledo, Ohio, where he Endee Townslte company.
parents who begin to feel worried storehouse. Indeed, Mr. Aldis may ramtn
of
ne
Tilace
chronicle-New- s
business
story
at Tucumcarl, Quay
l
Is
as
enjoyed a line time.
about the time the yearly train is be kept hero until all the new build follows:
county.
agent. Donald
Mrs. I. I. Kanehes, Mrs. J. H. San- - Stewart, atTerritorial
due, and who say to their children: ings to be erected at this point by
Tucumcarl. Capital stiK-k- .
Rise ball fans In Trinidad are for ches,
sisters,
two
with
arrived
You mustn t play around the rail the Santa Fe are completed.
their
fnrty-ttve
$4,500,
lornly
up
divided Into
counting
shares
their
available In Santa IV yesterday and placed the
way track tomorrow, dears the big.
of the par value of $100 each, obh and wishing that they might girls
Acade
Loretto
at
in
the
Mack engine and the bumpety cars
school
The surveying of the Sulphur. Cal raise
ject,
platting
selling
to
price
of
townslte
a
and
the
ticket
Albu
my for the coming scholastic term.
might run over mama s darlings and gate and Southeastern chartered to querque. Albuquerque
lots. Period of existence, fifty years.
isn't much
build from Sulphur to Paris, Texas farther away than Denver,
in urns all to little tiddley-bltE. H. Bickford.
of Iake Valley Incorporators,
V. F. Buchanan. Donbut it manager
And think of the strain on the pa Is now In progress through the Chic
of the Lake Vailey mines, ald Stewart, of Tucumcari. and H.
costs
a
get
to
lot
more
there
because
tlence of that careful old lady who kasaw nation. This Is looked upon Albuquerque- is on the Santa Fe ami was in Santa Fe today and looked W. Kelly, of East Las Vegas.
always sat down in the station and In that locality as an eastern exten
with the
Santa Fe isn't giving Trinidad after business connected
Harry S. Friday, formerly a brake-ma- n
waited until the next train went by slon of the Atchison. Topeka & Santa that
mining properties which hn manages.
many rates anvwhere.
on the Santa Fe Central railway,
for fear ahe might otherwise as Fe from Sulphur. The new road is
The
morning
team
leaves
New
Frldav
of
Staato.
York
Edward
lu Santa Fe last night from
lr. a son of A. Staab, Is a visitor arlved
Hickory at
sume dangerous chances by crossing routed to build through
o clock to
play
two
return
City,
his
home
at Steele City, Nob., and
the track in the face of the coming Pontotoc and Coalgate. The Com- games with the Rrowns. The fans In Santa Ke. He went tnert to at- after spending;
a few days there will
ex press.
Hickory
has closed here aren't at all certain that Albu tend the wedding of his sister. Miss go
mercial club of
to
for a visit to his
Yes, Indeed, It must be a pretty a contract with the company, guarIs going to allow the Trlnl-lad.- s Hertha Staab, to Max Nordhaus, of brother. Morlartv.
liierque
Friday
lost his right arm
on the people who anteeing right of way, terminal and
serious strain
to win. for obvious reasons, but Imk Vegas.
ago
some
by falling from a
months
they want to be there and fee the
Chief Justice William J. Mills, of train upon which he was braking
reasons.
supreme court, is In and recently tiled suit against the
I nless
Trinidad knocks the ball the territorial
the Meadow City. Santa Fe Central railway company
over the fence every time they get Santa Fe from
ofllclatel at the for damages In the sum of $50,000,
Mills
Chief
Justice
a run, they probably will not be
wedding yesterday alleging that negligence on the part
to get on tnses. judging from Nordhaus-stau- b
of the railroad compi'i was responthe howl about the umpiring
and afternoon.
accident, w h'ch
has
Hon. and Mrs. James W. Raynolds. sible for the
the dire threats made before the
1
left Santa Fe this morning for Las made him a ciiopie for life.
lirnwns left here.
go
Vegas.
will
from
Raynolds
Mrs.
Every one should take a tonic in the Spri'n?; Ihcir systems require
thinks
Trinidad
it Rut thewhatever
Subscribe for Th Kvenlng Citizen.
umpiring in Albuquerque there to Omaha, Nob., while Mr.
The blood has become thick and slutrsrish with the accumulationa
in tl, about
a safe bet that Captain-ManagIt's
system front the tn;ict:ve, indoor life and from the heavy, rich foods of the
coster will not come out in
Winter season. The blood, beinir in this ur.:iatt:r::l nn.l rfisinnWet .n,i,;n as liaison or the Urowtis did print
an
is unable to furnish the body with the increased amount of nourishment veil "steal." If the Rrowns win. the
will
be
fans
play
they
satisfied
that
nectary jor t::e more energetic life of Spring ar.d Summer, and the system ed ball to win and that will be
suiters from debility, weakness, nervousness, ingestion, los3 of appetite, enough.
r.nd many other unpleasant symptoms of a c
Had Tetter for Thirty Ycwrs.
n
When the system is ia thia
and disordered conditio! it is not safe
I
have suffered with
tetter for
to late unknown concoctions, earsapuril'.as, compounds, etc., because tl
thirty years and have tried elmost
usually contain potash or some other eouallv strong am harmful .m'n..
countless remedies with little, if any
Three boxes of chamber
ingredient, which acta unfavorably and often dangerously on the depleted reiier.
SaVe cured me. It was a tor
weakened system at a time when it needs gentle and natural stimulation t Iain's
Hire. It breaks out a little some
throw off the impurities and recuperate its lost energy. S. S. S. is appropri tunes, but nothing to what It used
jo. p. II. H,.ach. Midland finaieiyca.ea mature s tonic. It is made entirely of roots, herbs and barks to
Mcintosh browns
Chamberlain's Salve Is for sale
iro:n ine threat storehouse of forest and field, selected fur their purifying and Ala.
health-restorinqualities, and as it d.es not cor.uia the slightest trace ol "y All Druggists. o
nitnerai m any lorm it is perfectly safe for young or old. S. S. S. act ' Card signs, "Ttoonn wr Rent
Roard," ete.. for sale t the offlce of
directly on the blood, ridding it of all impurities ar.d poisons, and restorin;
Evening Citizen.
tne idi propu-tie- s
ol ric'.i. nutritive strength so that it is able to supply the the
system v..h the healthful, invigorating energy needed to pass the trying
lost and Found.
between H.30 p. m., yesterday
s?ason of the yer.r. Its action is the most plearant. prompt and satisfactory
noon
.in,i
toilay.
a bilious atti
i
of t.'l
s. ar.d thve who feel the need of such a medicine will do well to with
nausea and nick headache. Thl
comM,(r;cine u-- ; f ,S. S. S. at once. S. S. S. restores bv t energy, relieve '.os was occasioned
by finding
the t. te l. v rn-- t v.t fct lir.g, helps the appetite, aids digestion, and' adds ton mug smre a Pox or Dr. Kings at
New
l.l'e
rills,
guaranteed
SO
the
cure f
Mv.wuueij.v.m. TEL SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., ATLANTA. CA. Ji,iouT)r
malaria and JjunJVr
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REWARD WOMAN

YOU
Have
Been In
The SOCORRO FAIR
T 5ee TIle
GO TO

AVE are Albuquerque agents for the "Hoosler" Kitchen
Cabinets, the
most convenient and
cnblnet made.
There Is nothing to
equal It near the price we are quoting.
Made of solid oak, and will not split
or warp In the heat of the kitchen. The "Hoosler" has a place for everything
needed In preparing a meal.
Enables you to do jour kitchen work In half
the usual time, and with halt the usual work.
In order that every woman In Albuquerque may know of the good qualities of the "Hoosler" we are making a special display at the store this week.
Come and see them.
W. V. FUTRELLE, Jlbuauerque, N.!M.
S20 and up. $5 down and 50c a week.

Jubilee

IW-j-

Fare,
Las

Santa

Eclipse Wind Mills, Lightning Hay Presses, Walter A Wood
Mowers and Binders, Bain and Old Hickory wagons
ALL KINDS VEHICLES
Write us for
C'atalofriio and Irlecs)

J. D. EatlB, PrMiient

PERSONAL
Parafjr aphs

Q. GlornJ,

ALBUQUEROUE
NEW MEXICO

Chii. Vellal,

vie Presides

O. BachecU,

lerUr7
Trrci

Consolidated Liquor Company
Bnectsort to

MEUNI A EAKIN. and BACHECHI A QIOMI.
WMOLK9ALK DEALER IN

t

Wines, Liquors and Cigars
Wt

time-honor-

kttp tverytblng la stoek
most

to outfit too

fastidious bar oompltto

Have been appo'nted exclusive agente In the Southwest fer Jee.
Wm. Lamp and 8t Louie A. B. C. Brewerlee; Ysllewatone,
Green River, V. H. McBrayer'a Cedar Brook, Loul Hunter, T.J. Men.
arch, and ather standard trends of whlsklsa toe numerous te mentis.
WE ARE NOT COMPOUNDERS.
!&ULJF1&B
But sell the atmlsht article aa received by as from
UeiW
Distilleries and Breweries In Ue United btat a. Call aad lnsaet eai
Btock and Prlej, or wrtta for illustrated CaiaJoaaa and trlan Us.
Issaed to dealers only.

t

t

J. Korber & Co.

te et
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Wall.PaDe

t

Let me paper and paint your
house.
Satisfaction
guaranteed.
Prompt attention to mall orders.

J. D. EMMONS, successor to Stacy & Co.

ttouin soconaana Lead
tooymrmriatoooxcmrmrycmo

q

m'mm'mmm'mmmmmm'm''ooooooooomaaaaaamoaaaawmamaaaamaawmm
021 North First Street.
Phone No. 489

Hose-nwald-

ot

Southwestern

er

THE

I co Company.

Albuquerque Lumber Co.

Lumber,

Glass, Cement and Rex Flintkots Rooting

First and Marquette

Alboqtferqae, New Mexico

Q000X3tXDaDtKT0X3tXD0M

Albuquerque

Foundry and

Machine

Works

R.
Proprftor
Iron and Bra Castings; Ore, Coal and Lumber Cars; Shafting. Pulleys. Grade Bars, Babbit Metal; Columns as J Iron
Fronts for Buildings.
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Foundry east side of railroad track.
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and JOHN 8. MITCHFJX. Invite their friends to mak
New Mrlco headquarters at

The HoUcnheck Hotel
Los Angeles,

Sept, 7
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Tour friendship and patronage Is appreciated.
Courtesy and
attention to gueits Is a pleasure to us. Hollenbeck Hotel and Cafe
better than ever. Location convenient and desirable.
Depot and beach line cars stop at the Hollenbeck door.
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Appoint
Crows In New Mexico and Happenings and
ments of National Reserves
Makes Good Cattle
in Two Territories.
Food
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William A. Singleton lias been apAmtiiiHxjiilor Knrlnue C. Creel, rep
Black
at pointed fore.-- t guard for the
the republic of Mexico
Mesa national forest, with headquarWuuiiinirtnn. Btnl who Is also govern
Pinedale,
nt
Arizona.
ters
or of the state of Chihuahua, Is In
Forest Assistant Kussell F. llilthls,
now Investigating while
Iwia Amreie
who was assigned to the San Fran,there the lturbank thornles cactus,
national forest temwith a view, if It t a succes. of In- cisco mountains
has been transferred to the
troducing it Into the state of Chihua porarily,
Forest
.Uila forest In New Mexico.
hua for forage for stock,
has been
The cactus will grow li almnd-iihiv- e Assistant Wonel L Janes
transferred from the same forest to
on the me'.i of New Mexico.
forest lu
In this connection it may be men- the facramento national
tioned that the thornless castus If It New Mexico,
.
lw Is staBanger V. M. Pterc-it till that Is claimeil. promises to he
as guard ut tn Cliff Dwellthe silvatlon of the feeil question tioned
in the sort' h west a 'id when it once ings, one of the main points of inbecomes thoroughly established, will terest near Flagstaff, to prevent the
do away with the great losses of cat-li- e destruction of these ancient dwellings, reports that 376 people visited
in times of drouth.
T.nthr Htirbnnk has Issued a book- there during the month of August.
His
visitors' record shows the names
let during the past month or two
giving the results of his experiments of many people prominent in nationup to date with this cactus and ex- al affairs.
panding; on the possiliilitles of the
An InsectIon.
future if everything turns out us now
Inspector
Thomas If.
General

whole story, and an important one
when you've boys' clothes to buy.
C The maker's name on these
garments stands for a degree of
thorough wci k. reliabili K'. suoeri- z - jrA
ority in. fit, style and service that
places X TRAooop above and
distinct from the many ovdx- - nary boys' brands.

A full
line of

Norfolk
and

C Inspection

Double

k.

Breasted

the national irrigation
congress.
It is reported that Chief Forester
Glflord Pinchot. who is attending the
national irrigation congress in California, will make a brief trip over
the Arizona forests on his way east.
making
continue,
Heavy rains
stock water plentiful, ami will undoubtedly greatly Increase the range
capacity the coming year.
Improving Canyon.
The Grand Canyon Hallway Co. is
preparing to clear away the unsightly buildings at the rim of the Grand
Canyon and will build barns and
other such improvements at a distance w here they will not be seen by
the thousands that annually visit the
canyon.
survey Is being
A preliminary
made along the rim of the Grand
Canyon from the Kl Tovar hotel east
to Grand View, a distance of about
fifteen miles, by a company of capitalists of Clevland, Ohio, who have
an electric scenic road In view.
Herrlck is one of the com- pany. A. V. Oppman, of Cleveland,
is president and has charge or the
work. They have secured no right
of way as yet, but are Investigating
the feasibility of such a road, as well
as a road down from the rim.
Act of Congress Nexvwsnry.
Captain Warren, general manager
for the Aztec Iand and Cattle Co.,
a company owning several thousand
acres of railroad lands within the
new addition of the lilack Mesa national forest, was in Flagstaff recently, seeking Information as to a deal
wih the government whereby their
lands within the forest could be reto the United States for
linquished
'
lieu land, as was done on the San
Francisco Mountains forest. It will
have to be done. If at all, by a special act of congress.
to to attend
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kuv a room cottage, with 2 lots, close in.
P
$200 cash and balance in payments to suit pur-chaser with 8 oer cent interest
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Two business lots on corner. A bargain.

QAHA
SUIT

Paula Klipenbourg May Sue Man Who
Attempted to Have Her Deported
as "Undesirable Alien."
.

Catarrh Cannot Be Cured
APPLICATIONS, an they
the seat of the disease.
blood or constitutional disorder to cure It you must
take internal remedies. Hall's Catarrh
Cure Is taken Internally, and acts directly on the blood and mucous surfaces.
Hall's Catarrh Cure Is not a quack medicine. It was prescribed by one of the
best physicians In this country for years
and Is a regular prescription.
It Is
composed of the best tonics known, combined with the best blood purifiers, acting
directly on the mucous surfaces. The
perfect combination of the two ingredients Is what produces such wonderful
results In curing Catarrh. Send for testimonials free.
K. J. CHENEY & CO., Props..
Toledo, Ohio.
Sold by Druggists, price 75 e.
Take Hall's Family Pills for constipation.

notick foii ruiiMc.mox.

.

Morton McMillan, of Albuquerque,
has been assigned to the Black Mesa
national forest, to assist In making
(examination of agricultural lands ap- -'
plied for under the act of June 11,
1906, by prospective
homesteaders.
This work has been brought up to,
on
date
the San Francisco Moun-tains forest. Applications for land,
however, are still being made. This
work has been delayed, owing to the
forest service being unable to secure
men with the necessary ability to
handle it. There are but three men
now assigned to Arizona. It Is hoped,
under present arrangements that the
work will be caught up by Decem- ber. though there will be some delay
in going back, after forests have been
covered once, to report on new ap- plications coming in.
910.000 I'or Improvements.
About 110.000 will be spent for
permanent improvements In the way
of ranger cabins, pastures and tanks
on the Grand Canyon (S., San Fran- Cisco
Mountains and Black Mesa
(N. ) forests this year, if men can be
Ijiiiio Back.
secured to do the work. The forest
This is an ailment for which service has taken a hearty interest In
Chamberlain's Pain Balm has prov- the welfare of rangers, and proposes
en especially valuable.
In almost
have them comfortably housed. In
every instance It affords prompt and to
being
addition, much expense
is
permanent
relief. Mr. Luke I.a caved rangers In caring for their
Orange,
Mich.,
tirange of
Rays of It: horses, by fencing pastures and al- -;
After using a plaster and other rem- lowing a reasonable amount of agrl- -'
edies for three weeks for a bad lame cultural land upon which feed can be
back, I purchased a bottle or Cham- grown.
Puulu
Heroine of a ItiKiiiuuv of Two oiitlncnti.
berlain's Pain Balm, and two appliA new blank application has been
New York Sept. 6. Paula Kllpun-bou- r man will take vou to a house, which
cations affected a cure."
For salo supplied for persons desiring to file
in free at last from Kills island you will never again leave, for he
by All Druggists.
on agricultural land within national
station, and a romance of will not return you to any one but
forests, which will be furnished on immigrant
two
eontlnenta
and of five years' to me alone. Vou will then die
application to the nearest forest su- standing,
will probably end in a pro- slowly but surely, and Jod will not
OFFICIALS SUED BY
pervisor.
Nor will any
saic suit for damages by her atr.UiiHt hear your prayers.
K. Miller, for seeking to have mortal extent mvself overhear your
llorare
yorn
kidni:ys.
criiE
her deported
uj an "undesirable cries for help. Should this happen
CONSUL FOR $25,000
In Paris the seine will later deliver
Do Not Fmlanyrr Life When an Al- alien."
Alius Klipenbourg
met Miller In you up.
"fls true the Seine gives
buquerque Citizen Shows You
l'JUL',
says.
up such mysterious things, but she
In
Kvery
Vienna
she
tlio Cure.
summer after that until this year he tells not whence they come.
Douglas. Ariz., Sept. 6. Through
"Please view the morgue behind
Why will people continue to suffer went to Kuroue? and spent three
his attorneys, Ueuinler and I'ursjiiS,
In her company.
Notre Dame and see yourself among
Manuel Sarabia has brought civil ac- the agonies of kidney complaint, months
Hy
by.
doclares,
and
these
various unfortunates, stretchPaula
she
tion against Antonio Maza, A. S. J. backache, urinary disorders, lamebe
that Miller had a family in ed upon the marble tables to beHhropslnre, Sam lljyhurst,
J. F ness, headache, languor, why allow learned
this country, and she came over to claimed by those to whom they
Siambaugh,
Lee themselves to become chronic invi-lidL.
J.
iDowdle.
Identified.
never
long,
are
but who
Thompson and the Title Guaranty
when a certain cure is offered see about it.
Then Miller tried to have her de- Then you will be brought to the
and Surety companv of Scrantoii, them?
your body wil lie buried
ported.
succeeding.
came
near
place
He
where
Pa., fur damages in the sum of
Doan's Kidney Pills Is the remely
will be
The complaint U on nle at to use, because it gives to the kidneys Hut a lawyer wot hold of her end of j In quicklime and your soul
forever damned because you destroyTombstone today.
the help they need to perform the'r Immigrant
pure
as
1, ed
noble
and
as
woman
a
Is
at
Kills
lan
station
deThe complaint, after formally
work.
where she had been detained a week your mother.
signating the otlicial capacities of the
If you have any, even one, of tin at
"YOru HE1.VRICH."
Miller's request.
otllciala who are Included In the ac- symptoms
f kidney diseases, cur
Ilireutxiiol Her.
tion, at length reviews the sensation- yourself now, before diabetes, dropsy
Miss Klipenbourg says that Miller
Milieu roit prnucATioN.
al happenings that were crowded Into or Brlght's disease sets in. RaJ this
when
threatened her with
death
the life of tile complainant, all uf Albuquerque testimony:
e
Interior, Dand
which are well known to th" public
Ed. A. ltellly, living at 513 We it they were abroad and she upbraided Department of the
at Santa 1'e, N. M., August i'u.
at large. The facts in the case, aliich Fruit avenue, Albuquerque, N. M., him for promising to nuirry her when
the attorneys review and make a por- says: "For pain In the back or any he already hail a wife in America.
Notice 13 hereby given that Miguel
tion of the complaint, are Just such of the troubles which arise from ir- In substantiation of this claim she
as have been developed by the news- regularity of the kidneys, there Is, In shows a remarkable letter, which she IOpez. of Old Albuquerque, N. M.,
papers in handling the Sarabia kid- my opinion, no medicine equal to nays was written by Miller In )9U3. has liled notice of his Intention to
make final five car proof In support
In jMirt:
naping case heretofore.
The surely I loan's Kidney Pills.
The value of This says Polly:
of his claim, viz: Homestead Kntry
company made a party to he action this
"Dear
The time will come No.
remedy was first proven to m?
9473, made May 25, l'JOC,
Is the company that is on Constable all out a year ago. and so quickly did when you will need a friend.
Then
SW'i, I.o;s 3 and 4, Sectlo.i
you
K'i.
fc)hrop.shire'.s bond.
will
one
me.
find
In
pain
me
of
an
of
at'ack
it relieve
ION.. Range 6E., and
"Should you, however, carry out 7. Township
s
i
my
atro.-.since
then
loins
that
your absurd plan to write to my wife that said proof will be made before
Health in tho Canal .one.
them,
scarcely
without
been
have
County
The hiKh wages paid in.ik! it a
daughter in mv right name then Probate Cierk ofN. 1'ernalillo
hive never failed to give ami
M, on October i,
at Albuquerque,
mighty temptation to our young ar- and they
woe
to
would
Such
thee!
t
letter
the"
My
advice
desired results.
11(07.
unhappi-iies- s
tisans to join tile force of skilled Just
I hear complaining of cause my wife, untellable
names the following witnesses
workmen needed t construct the to all whom
a woman who has never done to Hj
U
kidneys
or
with
fault
the
backache
prove his continuous residence upPanama Canal. Many are restrained to
you.
Is
to
anything
Since
she
harm
on, and cultivation of, the land, viz:
lake Doan's Kidney pills. They arc
however by the fear of fevers and
be her
what they are recommended to Je death.and Andenk.then It 1 would
Frederlo tjallegos. Darlo Chavez,
malaria. It is the knowing ones
will kill you
to
Is
all
needed
tha,t
trl.s!
is
a
Dion
Jaramillo.
Venceslado
Jose
those who have used Klectric Bitters, and
wherever 1 Had vou.
Urlego,
rove
tills."
all of Albuquerque. N M.
go
well
who
lure without this fear,
.
ll.-rB0
Would Kill
MAXI KL It. OTEKO,
For s:a'e bv all dealers. Price
knowing they are sife from malariRegister.
Foster-iiburn Co.. Burial t.
"Till now you have known me
ous IntlneiH e with Kieetrie Bitters on cents.
man; but 1 swear by
hand. Cures blood poison too, bil- New York. iole agents for the United only as a nulet
I)cV!tt'.s IJttle Early Hiser are
lnd that 1 will kill you wherever I
iousness, weakness and ail stomach, States.
Hemember the name Doan's a- -J find you. even should it take years. Hood for anv one who needs a pili.
liver and kidney troubles. Guaran21
No.
Sometime a neat, attractive young Sold by J. H. O'Hlelly & Co.
take no otter.
teed by all druggists. 6ue.
i
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Department of the Interior, Iand Office at Santa Fe. N. M.
August 19, 1907.
Notice Is hereby given that Cre.i-encl- o
Martin, of Cabezon, N. M., has
filed notice of his Intention to make
final Ave year proof In support of his
claim, viz: Homestead Entry No.
8221, made January 24, 1905, for the
lots 7 and 8, Section 30, Township
16 N., Hange 6 W.. and that said
proof will be made before H. W. 8.
otero. U. S. court commissioner, at
Albuquerque, N. 11., on October 6,
1907.
He names the following witnesses
to prove his continuous residence upon, anil cultivation of, the land, viz:
Francisco Montoya, of Bernalillo,
N. M.; Eugenlo Chaves, of Bernalillo,
N. M.; Klias Montoya, of Sandoval,
N. M.: Jose Chavez, of San Mateo, N.
M.
MANUEL. It. OTERO,
Register.

Clarkville
Coal Yard
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All kinds of coal and wood.

The St. Elmo

Finest Whiskies

Prop'f.

Wines, Brandies. Etc.

SAMPLE A NO
CLUB BOOMS

12 0 West Railroad Avenoe
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No breaking in
needed

exs yoc beat Tins?
It binds
with the foot"
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The flexible sole Red Cross
Shoe is comfort a ble from
'he start.
The burning and aching
:aused by stiff soles ,md the
;vils of thin soles aie prevented by the Red Crc ss. It
rnables a woman to be on her
'set for hours at a time with

In the way of bakery products? Certain It Is that you'll travel many a
weary mile to even equal our cakes,
pies, pastry, rolls, etc. Our goods
are always In demand, because those
who know appreciate their excel
lence. But don't forget our bread
our principal pride and source of our
success.

PIONEER BAKERY
907 Sooth
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comfort.
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Telephone No. 61
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Let us fit you.
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Our work is as our name
implies, and our charges are
right.
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CURE the LUNGS

WITH

Dr. King's

flew Discovery
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Railroad Atou

KILL the COUCH
AND

Standard Plumbing

Cr

li'Ax chews.

Of-lic-

fo:-th-

BARNETT,

JOSEPH

shoe

JOHN S. BEAVEN,

KliiH-nlHiurt-

This

week only.

with LOCAL
cannot reach
Catarrh Is a
ease, and In

Fiur-ban-

1

week

room cottage 2 lots in northern part of city on
installment plan. $50 cash.

ipOOU

iSc

END

eate. Prices reasonable.

(JJQC A Three

Ad. MANDPi
Pine CltJtl liny Knrniliint;S

Will

tice. The only set of abstract books that Is up to

value.

for the little fellows of 2 'i to 10
Bring the boy, or the boys, here with
out delay. Prices $5 to $12.

1

.

few acreage lots at bargain prices on the in- stallment plan. Finest garden land in the valley. Water plenty
for irrigation. Fruit trees on every lot. Within three blocks of
electric street railway and city water pipe line. Unequaled for
suburban residence, poultry rabing or gardening. High, rich,
loamy soil.

Sailors and Russians

E

ABSTRACTS
Abstrae.s of title tarn-Ished on Bernalillo County proptrerty on short no-

1

i

.McMillan

Insurance companies. Telephone tit the amount you
want on your residence
end household good. It
Is dangerous to delay.

LOANS
Have negotiated loans
on Albuquerque real estate for the past SO years,
without a single loss to
loaner. Safety and sat
to both parties.

SPECIAL THIS

,

'

Fire Insurance
II Agents
for the best tiro

will demon
strate their

knee pants suits
for boys of 7 to 1 7
seems certain.
Sherrard of the forest service made years is ready to
In this treatise on the thornless a brief inspection of the fjreenlaw
cactus, Mr. ISurbank says Among timber sale, on the San Francisco show you. Also a large
other things, that h Ivis been ex- Mountains national forest September stock of
perimenting along this line for the 2. He was on his way to Sacramenpast twelve years and astonishing results have followed his experiments.
Not a Novelty.
The"thornless" cactus, says Bur-banIs no novelty In itself for thrre
are many virietins without thorns,
but the kind that Is native to the
southwest, having such an abundance
of food and drink within Itself, has
in the course of generations developIt
ed a defense , w hich protects
against Its natural foes of the desert.
conMost of his experiments were
commonly
is
ducted with what
known as the prickly pear and which
hears the scientilic name of opuntia.
This plant was originnlly spineless,
but according to nature's laws, the
plant In the outhwest grew spines
to protect itself from extinction. Mr.
tlurbank figured that If the plants
were placed among environments
where their thorns would not be
needed to protect them and at the
same time grafted to spineless or
partially spineless plants That in tinne
they would produce a plant which
did not have any thorns.
over
Consequently collectors
all
the world were Instructed to send
Mr. Hurbank spineless or nearly
were
spineless
opuntlas.
The.e
brought In from every country In the
world and crossed as above stated.
Sometimes from two spineless plants
one full of spines was produced and
at first the work was very discouraging, hut It did not take long to detect results along the lines he had
hoped lor and by continually
Ing the plants having the fewest
thorns he has at last secured a perfectly thornless prickly pear which
has all the hardihood of the plant
with spines.
Grows Well.
The question has been asked if this
will not return to Its thorn protected
state If planted wild and this would
probably be the case In a course of
time, but when protected from animals It will flourish as nothing else
will In the southwest and makes a
splendid forage for livestock.
As a remedy for drouths, Mr.
k
suggests that It be planted In
river beds, on mountain sides and
other ground which Is its natural
habitat In Its wild state, and protected from destruction. Then it can be
harvested regularly as It Is needed or
allowed to grow from year to year,
an ever ready protection to the cattleman from a scarcity of gra.ss.
As to Its production, Mr. Burkank
states his new spineless opuntias produced the first year from single root1.
ed leaves, planted about June
within six months. 4 7 and one half
pounds to etfich plant. TheRp plants
were at Intervals of 26x5 feet and
this production which was only n
quarter acre, would equal ISO, 230
pounds per acre or over 90 tons.
There is quite a market for the
fruit of the thornless cactus which
makes delicious Jams, jellies, etc.

Telephone 10

219 West Gold

C These are guaranteed
clothes; a credit to the
matters ana to us; r"vj
sc,.
tn vnn
j if jvrm huvj
them and to your
i
Doy u ne wears
them.

M. R. Summers, Secy.

M. Moore, V. P. and Mgr.

JOHN NL MOORE REALTY CO.
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G. L. Brooks, Pres.
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Trial Bottle fre.
THROAT AN3 LUNG TROUBLES
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,OB MONEY
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To Colorado and

east-

ern points. On sale daily
until Sept 30th. Return limit October 31st.
Rates to principal points.
Denver and return $23.70,
Colorado Springs and return
$20.75, Pueblo and return
$18.95, Chicago and return
$53.30, St. Louis and return
$52.90, Kansas City and return $44.55, Norfolk and
(60 day limit) $72.90.
re-tur-

Account I. O. O. F.,
Grand Lodge.

Sov-ereig-

n

n

St. Paul or Minneapolis and

return $52.10.

Tickets on
sale Sept. 12. 13, 14, 15 and
16. Return limit Oct. 2, '07.
Call at Ticket Office fcr Par-

ticulars.
T, E. PURDY, Agenl.

pacts roro.
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FURNITURE
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LIKE THE RISING- RDN
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spreads Its radiance the fame of our to,e for ,.,,i
... .
' " ' I" " ft' "III VI l
nbie and durable furniture that Is
made spreads among the V
housekeepers in Albuquerque. We have a new and
attractive
Mock of furniture for fall and winter use
that is worthy the In- v.
,.ri ...c.
connoisseur. Rugs at remarkably low price.
fi

J

W. S. STRICKLER

-

WILLIAM F. BROGAN

PRESIDENT

1L
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MANAGING EDITOR
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mnll In advance
One iiionlh by mnll
One month by carrier within city limit
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of March 3.
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50
60

nt the rnvtoffloc of
1870.
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China Treasures

In New Mexico ntnl the liest

meliiiiii of the Soiithurxt.

are usually acquired piece by piece, odd or In sets. We
have some
fine "pick-ups- "
for you. .And they're rare bargains. Prettiest
novelties In art wares ever offered for sale in this town. Exquisite designs and dainty decorations in china and glassware
at
amazingly low n Ices. Beautiful dinner sets $10 and up.
Handsome toiltt sets 6.E0 and up. Splendid values.

amivoxekqit: citizex is:
theTlip
leading
dally

anil wecjkly npw-pnpr- r
of the Southwest.
Tlic advocate of lU'inihllcan principles and the "Square Ileal.'
k

THE AI.ni"Ql"EHQl"E C ITI7.EX HAS:
Tlie finest equlped Job department In New Mexico.
Tlie bitest reports by Associated Irew and Auxiliary News Service.

"we r.irr

the

news nusr."
MI..

F. H. Stroner73
V

Governor Curry has pone on n "hike."
No doubt the governor has
Hp has hiked in the early morna hike in his time.
ing, the hfiit of the day and the chill of the night.
He has hiked after Indians, had men and locoed steers on the plains of New Mexico, and he has
hiked after Phllipinos in the Inlands across the Pacific.
In fact, the governor has done considerable "hiking" in his time and he knows what It Is to
hike.
Put in all his hike?" George Curry has always kept a weather eye
along the trail to guard against ambiu-- or surprise.
On this hike the governor is going up agains a different proposition than
any he ever faced in this territory or the Philippines.
He Is meeting different conditions.
Hut the governor, without doubt, will remember
his old
campaigning experience and he will keep a weather eye fir possible surprises
or ambuscades of a political nature.
Governor Curry is hiking he is visiting again old haunts and old friends
and he Is renewing old friendships.
Fortunately, however, the governor has hiked over the same trail many,
many times before and he doesn't require a guide. He knows the people and
the people know George Curry.
The more Governor Curry hikes It over the trails of this territory, the
better the people will be pleased. The people who don't already know the
governor want to meet him and those who do know him want to see him
again.
Incidentally while hiking. Governor Curry will observe the footprints and
other marks along the Industrial and political trails that wind In and out
through each community.
The governor will learn many things of great
Interest to himself, the people and the territory generally.
Governor Curry has been in some pre!!;- - J.'s- -! places both in New Mexico
Attempts have been made to capture George Curry
and the Philippines.
by the Phllipinos In Samar and elsewhere, but generally George Curry captured the Phllipinos.
Now while the governor is hiking over somewhat new trails, if there is
any one lying In wait with a political sandbag It would be jut as well If he
would place It carefully under his coat and not let any one know that he

taken many and many

be sold

that all the great powers, notably the leading naval
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rilcl l or Kccoicl.
Jesus Romero and wife to
Felix Montoya, a piece of land
in precinct No. 13. Price $S5.
Kmiliano Uriego and wife to
Felix Montoya, a piece of land
in precinct Xo. 13. Price Jf0.
Hunsaker to Surah J.
Vantlect, lot 8. block J, Highland addition, south.
Jesus Romero and wife to Felix Montoya, a piece of land in
ooi town,
!o
ln-ed- s

gov-orn-

al

Am.-Hen-
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Miss Vlda Plntiey, a
est
year's
A Aew York broker is seeking a court injunction ug.iinst a woman to
graduate of the normal department
prevent her from telling trade secrets.
Isn't he a mean old thing?
f the University of New
left
last night for
('nice
where sh
rjne tact that 5!U persons have been drowned this y.i.r will h ive r.o wiil teach In I.is
the public
hocds uf
m.-effect next reason on the che erful chump who rock tlie boat.
city.
Frank
William, nr T'eoos, N. M.,
Ix-tsilver City will eiiforre the
law.
see as we remember Is registered
at Slurges' European.
It the
law was pull your gun first and keep shooting.
Mr. Williams says that there have
been more people recreating on the
President Roosevelt has decided not to electrify the cou.--.trby making Upper Pecos the past summer than
ever before.
a dash to settle the-- telegraphers' strike right on the dot.
The case of First National bank
' lA Chicago man has left ISO.OOO
to build a monument for a horse he vs. H. J. Havtrkamp and G. L. Kyle
Evidently that horse never balked.
is being argued before Judue Ira A.
owned fifty years ago.
Aibbott at the district court.
Attor- neys Felix Dearer and O. N. Marrun
It was only natural that after fish had called narahan a tool he should appear
for the plaintiff and Attorney;
j
give him a raking over.
Summers Hurkhart Is named for the!
1

M.-x-

.

er

".

ww-w

defendants.
As Attorney
Hurkhart
will leave for a visit to Virginia tonight, Frank H. Moore, of the law
firm of Hickey and Moore, will conduct his aide of the case.
The body of Dr. A. ft. McIIaffey,
who died a few days ago In Chicago,
in
arrived
Albuquerque
at 1:15
o'clock this morning and was taken
to Adam's undertaking parlors. Funeral announcement iater.
Forest Inspector A. o. Waha Is in
charge of the ottlce of chief inspector of the third district of the forest serlce during the absence of Chief
inspector 1. D. ISronson. who is now
making a tour of the reserves in Ari

T.

Winchester Repeaters
Remington Automatics
L. C. Smith Guns
Colts
Iver Johnson and Har- rington & Richardson
Revolvers

and

Ammunition

l?
S
JK
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mmunition By the Car Load

If you need anything in this line call or write to us
Our Prices Can't be Beat
A'

McINTOSH HARDWARE CO.
1
1
1

I
1
1

FALL OPENING
After months of preparation for our fall
and winter trade. NX e now take pleasure in announcing that we have on sale
two of the leading clothing houses in the
United States.
The Washington

zona.

General John Borradaile,
Sheriff
I'erfecto Armijo and Judge Jesua Ro
mero have been appointed as a com
mittee to have charge of the 1,000
horsemen who will form the guard
to ijovernor ueorge currv at the territorial fair.
u
All members of Learnard &
Hoys' band are requested to
meet at the music store of Learnard
V Dindemann
at 8:30 a. m. Sunday,
with Instruments, to practice march-u.- g
and playing on the march.
Learnard & Lindemann.
Joseph Walsh, eon of Mr. and
Mrs. Luke Walsh, has gone to St.
Mary's Kansas, to enter college at
that place. The young man graduated from the Immaculate Conception School here lust var and is unusually bright for a boy of his age.
The game tomorrow will begin at
4 o'clock.
This late hour has been
appointed so that those of the business men who like the spot and can
may so arrange their affairs to get
out to the game. The Trinidad team
will arrive this evening on truln No.

et.

v

Delight
A Good Gun

?n

Ylarlo Gonzales. a well known
sheepman of La Joya, is transacting
In the city.
business
The Raton Range calls Governor Curry a hero of San Juan hill.
George
Mrs. O. J. Duran. of Demlng, Is
Curry va a brave and fearless soldier as every one knows from the Phlliin the city at the home of
pinos to the United States war department, but it will doubtless be news to visiting
Ir. and Mrs. I. U. Labbe on liast
Governor Curry to hear that he is a San Juan hill hero.
In fact, the
Central avenue.
said in his Inaugural address that while other Hough Riders were fightDeputy United States Harry Cooping the soldiers of Spain on San Juan hill, he was fighting tlies at Tampa. er left yesterday
for various points
Not meaning to disparage the governor's military record In the least, The In Valencia county to serve Jury
OH sen would suggest to the Range that it interview the new governor on the
eubject under discussion.
A marriage
There were a whole lot of soldiers at San Juan
license was issued to- day to tiorla Tareiv of Kansas City'
Mil who haven't half the military record of our governor.
and M. W. Sheppard of Sar. Antonio,'
The Moors fought with reckless bravery according to the report of the Texas. A. U.
Ir. street, Henderson. 123 South'
French officers on laat Sunday's battle.
As a result four French soldiers High
is able to be around
were slightly wounded.
Did the Moors really shoot at the French soldiers again after a few
weeks' confinement
or did the French soldiers receive those wounds In opening canned meat for In the house, on account
of illness.
mess?
The war correspondent ought to get busy and enlighten the public.
The
Grays will not play
Apparently the autoo In Winfleld, Kansas, cause more casualties than all the baseball liarelas
next Sunday. Thev will no
reckless bravery of the Moors' picked army.
to Traction Dark instead and tret a
few points on the national uame
Kdltor C. D. Ambrose, of the Iemlng Graphic, Is back from the heaving Trinidad and Albuquerque play it.
Matlas Contreras. of I .a Joya, an
Pacific. In the cold waters of which he took his annual plunge and bath.
He
the territorial legiscrawled out with teeth chattering and swore the air down there Is heavy and lative councilof and
one of the most
damp. Silver City Enterprise.
Having taken his annual bath, Brother prominent stock raisers
of Socorro
Ambrose should now get a
shave ami hair cut, grease his boots county, is In the city on business.
and again assume his wonted place in the social life of Demlng's aristocracy
All the Brownies were out to practice yesterday
excepting
afternoon
McDonald and Charles Kuuz.
Will somebody tear down the bill boards?
They are the most unsightly Captain
You
better gel busv Cap. You were
anairs ever inflicted upon a growing hustling city and they ought to be for certainly
off during
the Clifton
bidden by city ordinance within the city limits.
games.
Mrs. Davis, who conducts a roomnat nave me Philippines cost? asks an inquisitive
xchange.
The ing house on South Third street, fell
best answer is trouble besUles more money than (he avenge
can from a porch in front of her house
this moning and was painfully but
meaning
the
gratip
of.
not seriously injured.
Harry Paulsen, of this c'.tv. has re
The fact that a Kansas Judge sent a man to Jail for 3o d
lullfor
ing a base ball umpire will be a great shock to the Irritable f.ni with the Hp ceived th appointment of clerk in
me local postoitu-eprovision having
bottle.
been made for an additional clerk
here by the po:stut!l"c department at
The Chicago man who fell dead while urging with a street car conduct
Washington.
or might have known how he would fare if he attempted UT.ythiisg on that
Will Chadwiek, of Charles Crad-wle- k
line.
& Co.. has returned to the city
from the Pecos valley, where he went
a
j ne news mat
ago to receive lj.mio sheep
s. 1)., Is an orderly,
week
commerc ial
purchased there recently by the
city will be a sad revelation to the youthful admirers of Icadword Hick.
semi-annu-

9

corner za and Lnnnpr

Hunter's

A man was showing a friend throueh hl house.
it wn n hie- hoimo
It made an imposing show to people who passed alonir the avenue.
Hut th
outside didn't tell the story of the Inside.
A woman being shown through
the large, luxuriantly furnished rooms would have said it was perfectly
lovely.
There wore costly rugs on the hardwood floors.
T.nri
no.i Kmn
Ings adorned the walls.
The furniture was magnificently unholstered. nnd
scattered about were elegantly embroidered sofa pillows, table covers and the
iiKe.
in tne windows were expensive lace curtains, and heavy and beautiful
portieres hung in the double doors connecting the rooms.
"What a beautiful home!" exclaimed the visitor, in admiration, as he
looked upon all the evidences of wealth and luxury.
"How happy anybody
must be to be able to live In such a home."
The wife, who accompanied her husband and guest through the hone
responded, as a weary expression passed over her face, "Yes, that's what
people say when they see this home. Hut they would get awfully tired of all
this lovliness if th. y had to live with it all the time and keep it 'looking lovely.
I often envy a much simpler home where the
uw..ioi.nui,.u ,.t v. ,...

pow-

ers are manifesting warlike enterprise, says the Kansas City tar.
The
building of fleets, the strengthening of coast fortifications, the Improvement
In ordnance and the many other marks of progress toward the highest possible fighting efficiency, denote that the world Is not yet trusting to the dawn
of peace to avert the possibility of another war.
Hut in the way of a relatively small thing, the alertness And extravagance of Japan In buying 1,000
of the latest and most effective torpedoes, a recent Invention, thus circumventing a purcha.se of the same missiles by the United States and practically
removing them from the market for a long time, is particularly significant.
One does not need to be a "Jingo" to experience some concern over the relations between the United States and Japan.
The official exchanges are cordial and reassuring.
But diplomacy is a game of tergiversation at best, and
too much must not be trusted to Its superficial form.
The truth is that the
California Issue Is not settled, but merely suspended, not even formally compromised.
It Is a double Issue in this country, for it involves a grave question of states' rights at home and the exclusion issue with Japan.
And
right now the only thing that Justifies attention to the peculiar attitude of
Japan is that such attention may show the neces-itfor this country, at the
earliest possible time, to adjust the relations of states with reference to questions involving the treaty rights of other nations as to remove the only excuse that Japan could have for an bsue with this country and at the same
time obviate similar friction with foreign powers In the future.
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are much less."
That was a revelation to the visitor.
He hadn't thought ,,f :i ir. k,t
light.
And somehow the home looked less beautiful after thnt
Evidently the inexorable law of compensation ent in It work to tvo,
tie as well as in the cottage.
The more wealth a man accumulated beyond
his actual needs, the more responsibilities he assumed and the hinder It
became to live comfortably and happily.
It was pleasant to show all this elegance to his friends but the m m Unoc
al! the time that It wasn't making either him or his wife any happier. They
"ouisa ciay m a nou-- e wnose magnificence made them weary;
and the only enjoyment they got out of It was the ftw moments now and then
when they could watch a friend enjoy it.
curtains. Turkish rugs, oriental portieres, embroidered sofa pillows
and richly upholstered furniture didn't make sleep anv sweeter, food anyhas It.
The governor Is making this little hike to meet old friends and shake more wholesome, the air any purer or the sunlight any brighter and all of
hands, but the chances are that if he saw signs of an cmhuscade, he would them caught and held more disease germs than could find an abiding
place
take a little side trip into the mlsqulte and capture a sand bag or two Just in the humble cottage.
And somehow it seem as If the more we have of the material luxuries
for the fun of the thing.
When George Curry goes on a hike he generally brings back something of life the less we have of love.
Every man can have love In his home even
to show for It and the people will wait with Interest, to see the results of though there be little else.
If there is too much else there Isn't so much
room for love.
Governor Curry's hike.
The poorest man who has love in his home Is In position to pity the poor
I'p at the Capital they say It means a few changes In official circles
rich,
possibly.
It may
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and Alfred Benjamin & Ca.

Come, see our artistically cut and elegantly tailored
Suits and overcoats-t- he
clothing that captures
the town. See our long line of the season's correct
hats. Neckwear, shirts gloves and other fine toggery

Linel-eman-

M. Mandell,
m

Fine Clothiogand Furnishings

Nettleton Fine Shoes

Crosset Shoes

m

3

capacity of 700 gallons of water a
day and will be installed at the
school by the Hellance Electric and
Construction company of this city.

The Leggett and Tlatt Xo. 1 spring
one.
only IS. Sold on thirty days approval.
A contract has been let to Sobcdra
Never sags, cluarnnteed 10 years by
Sanchez to make kii0 worth of re- us
makers. We will take
pairs on the school house at Ran-ch- youranilold the
spring In pin payment.
de Atrisco.
The contract in- Telephone 376. Kutrelle
Furniture
cludes a new roof for the building.
west end of viaduct. Sole agents.
P. C. Garcia has been elected trustee t'ti.,
of the Ranchos de Atrisco district,
Nearly all cough cures, especially
vice I'. Armijo, resigned.
those
contain opiates, are consTrinidad, the year old baby of Mr. tipating.that Kennedy's
Cough
and Mrs. Frank Sanchez, of old town Syrup contains no opiates and acts
died this morning at 6 o'clock of gently 011 the bowels. Pleasant to
pneumonia. The funeral will be held lake. For sale by J. H. u'ltielly it'
from, the church of San Felipe de Co.
en mi v o ciock tomorrow morning.
Interment in Santa Barbara
Trinidad-Mctntos- h
Drown
The
tery.
games Saturday and Sunday promise
A. J. Ormston and wife, of Oil io be humdingers.
City, Pa., and Jack
irmstun and
wife of Pittsburg, en route to California, stopped a few hours in this
city yesterday to visit with Dr. and
Mrs. J. A. Reidy.
Mr. A. J. Oriuston
is the man who originated the idea
of souvenir postal cards.
The fair association has heard from
all railroads in the southwest, that
are in any way in position to help
boost the fair, and all have agreed
to give the best possible rates.
A
half fair has been granted by the
Rock Island. D. & It. G. and Santa
Central, and the Santa Fe will
CONTAINS HONEY AND TAR
give a better rate than a half fare.
Relleyet
Cold by working thm out of
Jose Ldldanado, of Pajaiilo, a
"mail village south of thee city, was tha system through a copious and bsalthy
struck uno stunned by lightning yes- action of ths bowels.
terday afternoon during u thunder
Rellerss Coughs by cleansing ths
shuwer. lie was not seiiuusly in- mucous membranes of ths throat, chsst
jured, however, and was reported to- and bronchial tubes.
day as having fully recovered from
the shock. The lightning spent the
"As pleasant to the tasta
most of its force on a tre
as Mple Sugar"
under
which Beldanudo was standing.
An electric irrigation Pump for the
Meoau! school arrived here yesterday, but tv re a ho n of an erroj-- , a part
For BACKACHE WEAK KIDNEYS Tn
of the machine was not cast accord ItWItfl Kldiwi
ind Sift
ad Bladdar PlUt-- Suri
ing to the requirements and it will
J. II. O'lUKXLY & CO.
have to be recast. This pump has u

Kennedy's
Laxative
Cough Syrup
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We Have Just Received a Full
Line of Carpets and Rugs
Come and See Them.

OUR PRICES ARE THE LOWEST

It ALBERT
303-31- 0

FABER'S

W. Central Avenue

..

Staab Building
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J
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ALBUQUERQUE
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EVENING

CITIZEN.
to them in the grade they held when

retired. $9.60 Tier month additional
OFFICIAL PROGRAM FOR WHAT MARKET AFFORDS ALBUQUERQUE IS MADE as
commutation for clothing and sub-

H

M

4

M

TERRITORIAL

M
M

A. J. MALOY

E

FOR SUNDAY

ll

1FAIR

214 Central Avenue

The place to get

'rospect for Sports Is
ceedingly Flattering-Runni- ng
Horses Galore.

any-

thing in the line of the
famous brand
CLUB HOUSE
CANNED FRUITS

and VEGETABLES
C

h

A full line always in
stock
Our Prices ARE right
Ynn know the poods

a

M
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CooMng'

Purse

No.

nu

I'urse
Purse
I'urse

mile, $100.
Xo. 7
Xo. S S, mile. $150.
mile. $150.
Xo. 9
Purse Xo. 10 4U furlonKS.

Purse X'o.
Purse Xo.
Purse No.

Kr'

v

New Mexico
Prlae No.
$112.50.
Prize No.
Prize No.

r

v

.
--

Derby

,

..

'

tf

opex

C. F. Allen

.

Cornices, Sky
Lights, Stock
and Storage
Tanks, H o t
Air Furnaces,

Tin Rnnfintr.
Guttering, etc.

General

Tournament.
Association of Firemen.
1
Wet tet hose race,

Ladder climb. $30.
Double coupling, $37.-5Prize No. 4 100- - vard foot race,
$37.50.
Single
5
coupling,
No.
Prize
$37.50.
race,
6
Dry
test
hose
No.
Prize
,4.'

Tuesdays, Thursdays, Saturdays
and Sundays. 10 to 12 a. in., 2 to
5 p. in., 7:30 to 10::t0 p. m.
Masquerade, Tliursdiiy. Sept. 19.
Eriduy Nights Peserved for 1 'rival c Skating Parties.
Admission, Including Skater, 25c
LADIES I'll EE.

Galvanized

li,

firemen'

:

Jobbing

305 West Gold
AtlrtiiwMinn, lOc
Minutes of Amusement

15

Albuquerque

4 (i n
mil..
Purse Xo. 14 4 i furlongs, $100.
15
Relay race. $150.
No.
I'urse
I'urse No. lfi S mile, $100.
$150.
Purse No. 17 6H furlongs.
Purse No. IS Hanuicap 1 mile,
$200.
Purse No. 19 M, mile. $100.
mile. $150.
Purse No. 20
1

i

12
13

Crvstal Theatre

2
3

0.

$90.

BROYLES

LAWRENCE

IS

MARRIED

HERE

llriile Comes All the Way lYont Ivuu-si- n
City Kev. Mai-- li
Ties
Pridal Knot.
Lawrence Hrovles, of San Mareial,
has sprung a surprise on his many
Albuquerque and San Marclal friends.
He Is now a married man. The nuptial surprise came velerday after
noon,
when Mr. Proyles and Miss
Josephine Leavill called at the par
sonage of the Congregational church,
accompanied bv the bride's mother
and faiher, and asked tu see Hev.
Marsh.
"We want to get married," explained the groom nervously to the kindly pujstor, who had been approached
many times before in ust Hie same
way.

The knot was tied, and Mr. and
Croyles are mopping at Hotel
Craige.
The groom is the son of L. W.
Broyles, a wealthy merchant
and
banker of San Mareial. Until recently, the young man was manager for
at
the Postal Telegraph company
San Mareial.
Mrs. iiroylts
the daughter of
C. M. Leavitt, a well known Santa
living
engineer,
in Kansas City.
Fe
Mr. Brovles met Miss Leavilt several
years ago while in Kansas City on
a pleasure trip. Mr. and Mrs. liroylee
will make their home in San Mareial.
Mr. and Mrs. Leavitt accompanied
their daughter here and attended the
wedding, leaving on their returo to
Kansas City this morning.
Mrs.

FOUR OFFENDERS

In the
A

J. It.

SONGS:
Willi Wood

When

lllue ItelU (.row.
riurii lora.

Maciiinjst

llouil-lii-

the

Thrilling March Song.

SCOTT I,

Musical Director.

ni

E. SUNTAAGG,

C.

Proprietor

Superior Lumber and Mill Go.
We have the only planing mill In the southwest thnt Is equipped to make "Sash. Poors. Mouldings, Store Fronts and Fixtures or
anything that a first class planing mill is expected to do at reasonWrite or call on us before placing your order for mill

able prices.
work.

L,1NVIIL,1';

C. H. CARNES,

SOUTH OF VIADUCT

N. M.

ALBUQUERQUE,

HENRY'S
Cleaning and Pressing Works
Ladies' and Gentlemen's Clothes, Cleaned,
Pressed and Repaired. Goods Called for
and Delivered.
Orders Given
Prompt ttention
LET US CALL FOR YOUR CLOTHES
MRS. ROSE HENRY, Albuquerque, N. Mex.
Out-of-tow- n

1

109-11-

W. Silver, Rear Savoy Hotel.

Tel. 480

i:OOCXDCXDOOOOO

THE VALLEY RANCH
yon want to get to a root place In a
X. M., telling ns what train yon will

If

hurry, wire oa at
take and come on up.

Glor-Ict- a,

Our wagon will meet you.
The round trip fare ui Glorleta Is $5.00; the stage fare to Uie
ranch Is $1 and the rate at the .inch Is $8 per week.
We will try to are Uiat you have a good time. The fishing Is
good.

THE VALLEY RANCH

Pecos, New Mexico

cxoooocxxcxxxxx

FACTS
can't be rubbed out. Here are some:
Paint is the only preservative known
for buildings; the better the paint the
longer It lasts. The M. & P. paints
are rich In color, durable and don't
peel off. If you are painting your

D.

house or barn use

Pavs SJ5
Pistol

RIO

M. &

P. paints.

for

e.

GRANDE

LUMBER

Corner Third and Marquette

These Are

JI
m

r-

'-

-0

Carriage

iry

Buying

I atr

Days

KM

J

VI ".-

Easy Terms

t

and

Beauty Parlors

Low Prices

,

Do you Intend buying
.enlcle 1 enjoy the summer months? If you
do don't pass us by. We don't uige you to buy an expensive vehicle
we have many good styles within the range of modest Income.
Top Buggies. Runabouts. Stanhopes, Surreys and Spring Wagons of
all kinds. Don't stay away because you are not rich. Come and see
u a.

,

1

Albuquerque Carriage

f

HOME

I

OUTFITTERS

Miss 11 Ml RICK'S KINDERGARTEN

y

t

KliuU-rgarU--

Co.

Corner First and TJJeras Road.

I
f

SPENDING

TOO MUCH MONEY?
A certain man opened a checking account
with ui not long; ago. He deposited in the
Bank what cash he had, and paid all bills
by check. Before long-- he discovered that he
was earning enough and spending; too much.
His checking; account gave him a complete
record of all receipts and expenditures.
this man is saving- regularly because he
opened a checking account with us. You
can have the same experience at no expense.
,

r

en-tit'-

GO.

Phone 8

$8

m

OWFN Dl.VMJALE

Under- - Sritavoy

Hun-nake-

In police court this morning four
offenders were arraigned before Police Judge Ciaig. It. I;. Church, the
man who. while intoxicated yesterday noon, flout ihed an empty receiver on South liroadway and frightened a number of chool children.
va-fined $25; William Sw if t. charged
i:h disturbing the peace, was sentenced to pay a tine of $10 or go to
for ten days;
Andrew Frazer,
liaiKed with being drunk and disorderly, wa- sentenced to pay a $10
fine or go to jail for ten days, ami
W'i',1
Hillings, charged uiih being
.trunk and disorderly, was given fif-tn d.i;. s.

'P.

MatJapanese Vriti table Down
tress, light fe.itner weight. Full size,
Every Thing
T.n
pounds, guaranteed not to lump
rxXXOXTOOOOOCXXXXXjOOC )COOO
Necessary for
or puck. Enclosed In linen1 tick, made
exnre-slfor us. Try on
and you
1 1
Housekeeping
have no other. Futrelle FurnitClass will
WJLLOIM-Iure Company.
NKl'T.O.
In the Woman's Club liolldlng 61 1 West Gold Atenue
PeWitt's Carbolized Witch Hazel
Tuition. S.SU h r year, of :tn uccks: 7 .'() s r quarter of I wis,
& Z EARING
Salve is good for bolln. burns, cuts. 3 DAVIS
uiyuhlc In ndvamv. MU, Ph'C.'iick Mill be ut
all day
M
w m WV
9 f eg us
It is
WW
S'Hals and fkln diseases.
WVeaF
Saturday, Sctlciu'cr Tih.
UlfU
good for piles. Sold bv J.
1'KOI'.
11. O'Klelly ie Co.
MXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXlK

HOTEL PALACE
Everything New and F rst
Kates Reasonable
Oj posit i Depot

Church

Meal at all Hours. First Class Service Private
Dining Rooms in Connection. Fresh Lobsters
and Blue Point Oysters Received Daily. -

i- -

IN POLICE COURT
Vrvgxum:
ItcfciiNC of Port Arthur.
Trairle Moment.
Pulmi(rv.
The Octecllve.
I've Lost My Ec (ilascs.

Open Day and Night.

Children's

$100.
5
furlongs, $150.
Relay race. $150.

11

Santa Fe Restaurant

w--

H

Ktionliiii Itaee Program.
$2,500 for Runners.

ft.

5i

whole

Hroneo I'.u-tlContest.
Wild West In the reHl West.
First prize, $250.
Second prize, $150.
Third prize. $100.
(Also a buckiiitf bull.)

Roller Rink

Lieutenant F. W. Rail, who has
to establish a
been commissioned
'niteil States army recruiting station
In Albuquerque, has leased the upper
floor of the stone building at 2"3
East Central avenue for the purpose.
The rooms are now being altered to
suit the requirements of Lieut. Rail
and In the course of a week or there
abouts they will be ready to receive
the furniture and equipment which
Is now on the way here. Two of the
rooms will be furnished as sleeping
1M.
Era It.
quarters for recruits and the six en STAPLE AXI FANCY fJUOCERIES
Green gages. 15c; oranges, 60c; listed men who will be assistants of
Ilcwt tirnde of Hour.
bananas, 4uc; apples. 2 lbs for 25c; Ueut. Hail. The suite of rooms has
pineapples. 20 to 40c; grape fruit, been leased for sucii time as the gov
10c and up: lemons, 40c up; plums. ernment needs the rooms, which will CotTees, Tens and Spices a Specialty.
15c; peaches, 15c; pears, 2 lbs for probably be for many years to come Everything in market nlwnv on hand
25c; grapes. 2 lbs for 25c; straw- as it Is the intention or the war de
"THE REST ALWAYS."
&08 W. Central Ave.
berries, 2 boxes for 25c.
partment to make this a permanent Phone 23H
A egetalileK.
recruiting point for the army.
2
Celery,
bunches, 25c; corn, 35c
this morning
Lieut. Rail stated
a doz.: summer squash, 2 lbs for that he was ready to examine re
15c; Hubbard
wax cruits at once and that any able- 10c;
squash,
THE NEW CITY DIRECTbeans. 10c; potatoes. 8 lbs for 25c; bodied young man was welcome to
sweet potatoes. 4 lbs for 25c; cu- call at his oflice and take the pre
2
cumbers.
for 5c: tomatoes, 5c; liminary examination.
The
ORY IS NOW COMPLETED,
mangoes, 15c; cabbage, 5c; beets. Be; examination for recruits will bemedical
made
carrots, 5c; turnips. Be; green chill, at Fort Worth, Tex., to which place
2 lbs for 15c; green onions, 2 bunchAND READY FOR DISTRI
they are transported free of expense.
es for 5c; dry onions, 5c; rhubarb,
Phe requirements for admission to
7'ic; cauliflower, 10c; green beans, the army are rigid, the recruit must
BUT10N. SEND THE BOY
10c; watermelon, !',c; cnnteloupe, 2 be between the ages of IS and 3 5
for 5c and up.
years; ror the inlanirv, coast artil
ruii.
lery and enKlneers, not less than o
AROUND TO THE CITIZEN
Sea bass. 15c: barrlcuda, 15c; rat-fis- feet and 4 inches in height and In
20c; rock cod,
15c; flounder. weight not more than 190 pounds;
15c; salmon, 25c: oysters, 35c a pint. for the cavalrv and field artillery
0FPICE FOR A COPY. THE
Meat.
(ejicept mountain batteries) not less
Reef. 8 to 20c; pork, 15 to 20c; than 5 feet and 4 Inches, nor more
veal. 15 to 20c; mutton, 10 to 20c; than 5 feet and 10 Inches In height,
PRICE IS $1.
spring lamb, 12 Vt to 20c; ham, 15 and not more than 165 pounds In
to 19c; sausage, 2 lbs for 25c; ham weight; for mountain batteries, not
burger, 2 lbs for 25c; spring chick- less than 5 feet. 8 Inches, nor more
en, 25c; hens, 18c; squabs, 17V4c.
than 6 feet In height. For all arms
of the service the weight must be
SCHWARTZMAN
& WITH
not less than 128 pounds. The term
COUNTY SCHOOLS
of service Is three years. Applicants
are required to satisfy the recruiting
olllcer regarding age and character,
Meat, Poultry and Fish
and should be prepared to produce
SHORT OF
the necessary evidence. Original enlistments are confined to persons who
211 W. Central, Tel. 328
are citizens, of the United States, or
Many of Them Will Have Ilrief Ses of Porto Rico, or who have made
legal declaration of their intention
sions Accommodations arc
Not Adequate l or Atto become citizens of the United
States, and who speak, read and
tendance.
Your
Eyes
Mar
write the English language.
Only two of the county school
ried men are not enlisted except with
have opened for the fall term so far. the approval of a regimental comaccording to A. H. Stroup, county su- mander, or other proper commanding
perintendent of schools. These two otlleer if for other than a regimental
are at oul town and the precinct organization.
northest of the city, the school house
Moldiers receive from the govern
In the latter place being a new struc
ment, without cost, rations, clothing,
ture. The other schools of the coun bedding, medicines, and medical atty will be opened nt different times tendance.
In addition thereto they
up to the tirst of November, though receive pay ranging from $13 to $75
most of them will be in session by a month with 20 per cent Increase
the first of October. The funds at when on foreign service, and a grad- DESERVE YOl ll HIGHEST COX
SIDEKATION.
the disposal of the cnuntv schools Is ual increase according to length of
still inadequate for their needs and service and according to promotion.
school
hence there will be short
Neglect of them now, during their
It is most likely that the pay of
years with most of the schools. The soldiers
will
be greatly increased school age when the strain is great
year
promises to be within the coming vear for a bill is may menu much suffering In after
enrollment this
slightly greater than last year.
to be introduced into congress which life, which is easily avoided now. Let
Considerable repair work has been provides that the pay of all enlisted us examine them; we will tell you
done and a number of Improvements men shall be increased 30 per cent; their exact condition without charge
made on various school buitldings the nav of captains and lieutenants
during the summer, but as yet the 25 per cent: colonels, lieutenant col
O.
accommodations are not up to the onels and majors. 20 per cent; major
A new school house generals and brigadier
requirements.
The Central Avenue Optician
generals 15
will shortly be built at San Jose.
per cent, and lieutenant generals, 10
1H Central Ave. Phone 452.
per cent.
Present Pav Schedii!;'.
MANY SHEEP ARE
The present pay of privates In the
a monm Consult
United States army is
a Reliable Dentist
ollicers get from
BEING
MOVED $15 to $75 a month. The annual pay
of ollicers follows: Lieutenant gen
Full Set of Teeth
eral. $11,000; major general, $7,500; Gold Illllng
SI. 60 up
brigadier general. $..50O; colonels.
$6
During the present week a large $3,500: lieutenant
e donel.
$3.uin; Gold Crow.is
(mounted!.
number of sheep have been moved major, $25o0;
Painless Extracting.. . M)c
captain
across the .Manzano forest reserve $2,000; captiuin (not mounted), $1.
anil are headed toward this city. Ac 600: first lieutenant (not mounted)
ALL WORK A HSOHTKLY GCAR
cording to a statement made by For $1,500;
(not
lieutenant
second
ANTEEU.
est Supervisor H. H. Harris, there mounted), $1,400. For all grades un
have recently crossed the Manzano der lieutenant general a 10 per cent
reserve, two (locks of 2.0OO sheep Increase is grunted for each live years
each, one flock of 5,01)0, one (lock of of service.
7.000 and one flock of 8,000. a total
Sneeial Inducements are offered to
sheep passing within a Pharmacists,
of 24,000
musicians, bandsmen
week or thereauuts. These flocks are electricians,
clerks, bakers, cooks,
tiot en route to Arizona but are be barbers, teamsters, carpenters, black
Ing moved to the ranges of new own smiths, farriers, and other median
IRS. COPP and PETTTT.
era who have purchased the stock for Ics. A soldier has the oportunlty
breeding or raising purposes.
free of cost to see Cuba. Hawaii, the ROOM 12. N. T. ARM I JO F.LDG
large proportion, also will be ship Philippine Islands, Alaska, and oth
ped to the markets from this point.
er places.
He Receive Free.
XTXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
SATUKDAY SPECIAL SALE.
Hoard, lodgintf. clothing, medical
Tne Parisian
attendance, medicines, baths, lights,
4
lbs fresh soda crackers
f schools, li
.25c and the advantages
3 cans
of oil sara;nbrarles, and gymnasiums with mod- jj
:'c ern
. .10
Cove oysters, per can
appliances Including bowling altirape Nuts, per pkg
H
.iu? leys.
120 South Fourth St.
. 8c
Pickles, per bottle
Full pay and allowances while sick
3 cans of string beans
and while on furlough. No doctors' t4 Hair Drcising
.2e
Fdal MaiA
12',4e grade of peas, per can.. . Oc bills.
Shampooing
Electrolosla
. vc
.
Macaroni, per pkg
A pension for life if permanently
a
Scalp
Manicuring
Treatment
2 cans of clams
Injured or incapacitated In line of
Children's Hair Culling
M
2 cans of corn beef
2r.c duty.
3 cakes of 5c toilet soap
. 10- -,
to
A steady Job for from three
We manufacture all
kinds
Eagle brand milk
15c thirty years or longer If desired.
of Lndles' Hair Goods. ComTHE MAKE.
Retirement after thirty yea's" serplete
line
Pompaof
Switches.
Wm. Kieke, IToprlctor.
check each
vice with a jnernnicn
dours, Puffs, Wigs, etc.
month for $33 : $7'50, according
HUM, IIMIt NETS
to grade held at :1m' of retirement.
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY.
Sanitary
French
Hair
Roll.
Allowance Oil )icliargc.
pomp Wave.
new
1'he
All
Is honorably
soalYr
a
Whenever
4
to 60
shades to be worn under the
Foil SALE Ranches from
ut the expiration ef bin
ruffing
acres each, all under main Irriga- discharged
hulr
Instead
of
one's
or on a unit of disabilown novelties In back and aide
tion ditch. Near city. Albuquer- enlistment,
curry
his travel pay is ample
que Land Company, room 9, Crom- ity,
combs.
him
place
of
enlistment.
to
the
Hldg.
well
Hy care and economy a soldier can
FOR RENT (lood five room dwell- save from his clothing allowance a
Mr. and Mrs. James Slaughter,
ing, in first class condition.
Twi considerable sum. payable to him on 3
r.
screened porches; $15. Lloyd
Proprietors
a
his discharge.
205 West f!olrt avenue.
A soldier can deposit his saving
FOR RENT 'A good 8 room dwell- In sums not less than $5 with any XXXXXXXXXXXXXXX1XXXXXXXXXA
ing, wdlh bath and electric lights. Briny paymaster, ami for sums so
Very well located. Only $30. Lloyd deposited
for the period of six
A Line of Rubbers
Hunsaker, 201 West Uold avenue. months, or longer, the soldier, on his R
S
final discharge, will be paid Interest
SELF INKING.
School children are almost as hard at the rate of four per centum per
on their stockings as they are on annum.
These denosiis are nonfor- U
HIM) PATERS.
ou
enjoy feitable except by desertion.
their shoes ami unless
daining you will find It to your adSoldiers' Home and Retirement.
A
B
ItlXEIITERS.
honestly
vantage to buy our lilack Cat hosSoldiers who have served
,
year-or
who
iery. I'nequaled In wear, fit and fast and faithfully 20
have
PENCIL STAMPS.
M
color.
Prices range from 1 2 's to been discharged for u oinds received B
3nc.
C. May's Shoe Store. 314 West or disease incurred in service, are
INK PAPS.
Central avenue.
to admisMiion to the soldiers'
ALL TIME SAVERS.
home In the city of Washington. The
half cents per
sum of twelve and
8
oil the pay of
month Is deducted
MTxrrxxxxxxxxxnxxxxxxxxiM each
H.
LITHGOW
8.
:ive list, to be
soldier on the
applied toward the upport of the
Book Binder
home.
enlisted
After 3" years' service.
Rubber Stamp Maker
B men are entitled P be retired, and
three-r
f
upon retirement
mrt hs
W.
Gold, Phone, 924
312
f the monthly pay allowed by law

iZ

Where to Dtne Well

sistence, and $6.25 per month additional In lieu of quarters, fuel, and
light, in computing time for retirement credit Is given a soldier for
double the time of his actual service In China, Cuba. Philippine Islands. Island of Guam, Alaska, and
l'a nama.
Certificate of Merit.
A certificate
of merit for distinguished service entitle a soldier to
$2 per month additional while In the
army, whether on the active or the
retired list.
A favorable opportunity
Is afforded for active. Intelligent voung men
of temperate habits, who may enlist
as privates and develop the necessary
qualifications, to secure promotion to
the grade of a noncommissioned officer.
Unmarried soldiers under 30
yeors nf age, who are citizens of the
United States, are physically sound,
who have served honorably not less
thnn two years In the army, and
have borne a good moral character
before tind after enlistment, are permitted to complete, bv examination,
for promotion to the rank of second
lieutenant.

h.

2:30 trot, $500.

6

Haw Hall Tournament.
The best base ball In the
Southwest.
First prize, $900.
Second prize, $500.
Third prize, $200.

Hotel

1

Native grapes are on the local
markets this week. Wrapps are about
the only native fruit there Is this
season, and they are of excellent
quality, t'anteloupes, which are unusually plentiful, are selling at two
for a nickel while the native watermelon Is selling nt two and a half
cents a pound. The. luscious oyster
nas nmiie its appearance and sells
nt the modest price of 35 cents a
pint. The market prices this week
are the following:

annua! terrl-nri-- il
The Twenty-sevent- h
fnlr li going to lie n hummer
Everything points
nnd no mistake.
In that direction.
The attractions
have nil been secured. Those that
come for nionpy have signed con
tracts and thoy. thnt will come to
niakp nionpy. have made the neces
sity arraiiKcment.
of
There will be an abundance
running hordes, but the number nf
harnefs horse. to come Is not yet
certain. There Is some question nhout
whither nil the harnpsw race will be
tilled.
However, the number
thnt
will be filled will furnish a larger
liriigrnm than the one of the lant
fair, when there were harness races
(fulore.
prom
The base ball tournament
ises to tie n lonjr ns thnt of last
year. There will be six tenms here
nre
if not nmrp. and the chances
Kood that there will lie more.
The Official Prntrnm.
The otliclnl nroirrani fur the sports
Just Issued by the fair association is
ns follows:
Harness Kaee Program.
Si'.OOO for Pacers and Trotters.
I'urse Xo. 1 2:17 pace. $1.0(10.
Purse Xo. 2 2:20 trot. $1,000.
("Denver Post" Race and Pay.)
I'urse Xo. S 2:13 pace. $1,000.
Cllquot"
Isabel
("Veuve
Yellow
I'hampnsne Kace and Pay.)
4
pane.
$500.
2:25
Purse Xo.
ll
pace.
Pure No. 5
$1,000.

STATION

Native Grapes Uaks Their Lieutenant and Six Enlisted
Men Will be Retained
Appearance Melons Are
Getting Cheap.
Here.

Ex-

Free-for-A-

Strictly at

.

PAOE FIVE.

To-ta- y,

-

WE INVITE YOUR ACCOUNT

THE BANK OF COMMERCE
Albuquerque, New Mexico.
CAPITAL AND SURPLUS $200,000
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W.
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NEW MEXICO.

Citizen Want Ads for Results

4?

ALBUQUERQCTE

f.KGT. StX.

ASSAILANT OF A
YOUNG

GIRL

FREED
Trinidad Judge Scores Grandparents Who Refuse to
Prosecute Man.
Colo.,
Trinidad,
Spt. 6. Paul
Shmnhursr. thp former Salvation army
captain niul the allotted oonfasxed asf
Alice Hnrn-- .,
sailant
vtu released from custody because
of the refusal of the Krand parentsFrls-be-of
the child. Mr. and Mrs. James
to prosecute him.
The action hroUEht forth a severe
rebuke from District Judjre Henry
Hunter, who recommended that an
Investigation be made to determine
whether the couole were fit custodians for the Rrirl. In concluding his
arraignment of the prosecuting witnesses. Judge Hunter said: "It Is an
outrage against Justice to liberate
this man. and persons who will allow
such a crime to go unpunished are
unworthy of citiienship."
Their Reasons.
In a formal statement to the court
the Frisbees gave three reasons for
iShoniburg.
not prosecuting
The
first was "that they felt a keen and
strong sympathy for the family of
The second reason
the defendant."
was that thev wished "to give the
prisoner a chance to mend his ways,"
and the third was the reluctance they
felt In placing the child on the witness stand and forcing her to relate
the tale f Shomtourg's alleged crime.
City officials who devoted much
Intime to capturing Shomburg areFris-beedignant over the action of the
Shomtmrg, It la said, met the
girl at Salvation army meetings, and
lured her to a rooming house, where
tie Is said to have forced her to spend
the night with him.
A party of officers
and citizens
searched all night for the pair, and
"when thev were found the following
morning
Shomliurg
escaped vengeance by getting out of town. He
Morley.
went to
where he was located a few days later by a letter
which he wrote to the girl's grandmother. In which. It is said, he made
a full confession and implored her
aid in saving him from the hands
of the law. He has been held with
out bail since that time. The girl'?,
parents are dead.

feld cnmp.my. The ceremony, which
was periorme,! m tne spacious
home, on t'pper 1'iltice avenue. w is
private, owing to the serious Illness
of the groom's mother, only the Immediate relatives of the contracting

partis being present. Chief Justice
William .1. Mills, of the supreme
court, officiated. LouN C. lifeld, of
Lrfis Vegas, acted as best man.
Lost evening a private
reception
was held, after which Mr. and Mrs.
N'ordhaus left for a tour, which will
consume four or five months. Upon
their return they will be at home to
their friends in Ivis Vegas.
Among those present at the ceremony were Mr. and Mrs. H. C. Ilfeld.
and Mrs. H. M. Smith. Mr. ami
lr.
Mrs.
Albert Stern. I.'is Vegas; Mr.
and Mrs. I. I,. Rich.irach, Mrs. L. W.
Ilfeld, lis Vegas; Mr. and Mrs. N'o.i
Ilfeld. Mr. and Mrs. Iternard Ilfeld,
Albuiiueiquo: Iiuis C. Ilfeld. Charles Ufild. Arthur C. Ilfeld, I,.as Vegas; Julius Staab. Albiinueniue; Ir.
Arthur Staab. Xew York and Paul
Staab.
DID

MISS STAAB

BRIDE

OF MAX
Santa
o'clock
Bertha.
became
of La
general

KORDHAUS

Fe, N. M., Sept. 6. At 4
yesterday
Miss
afternoon
Staab, daughter of A. Staab,
the wife uf Max N'ordhaus,
Vegas, vice president
and
manager of the Charles II- -

SEE

II

SNOW THIS WEEK?

e.

s.

YOU

Two Young Men of Albuquerque Are
to
Mi iv it Kill.
All I acts to
Iie-pl-

Contrary.

temperature
gradually
that
climbed until it reached 83 degrees
on a recent afternoon, caused
two
coatless collarle.-- s men in an office
building to say unpleasant
thinirs
about the weather. They were still
complaining when the big, black
Clouds came from the southwest and
a chilly breeze gamboled through the
open window, scattering the papers
around. Then the rain began to fall
and
"Look yonder!" shouted one of
the heat victims, pointing out the
window.
"Do mine eyes deceive
my mind wander? Tell me, O.
fellow worker In technicalities, what
dost thou see?"
"I fear to speak." was the awed
reply. "Jf 'twere not for the Incongruity of the thing, I'd swear I saw
the gentle snowllakes falling."
" 'Tls indeed snow," said No. 1.
"How weird."
"A phenomenon; strange freak of
nature.' 'the other said. "Fortunately,
most fortunately. 1 repeat, me fur
great coat Is hanging behind yon
door."
Then they telephoned a weather
expert but the unromantlc man of
science ridiculed them.
"Meterologlcal conditions," he said,
"are such that the formation of snow
In the clouds would have been Impossible."
Hut the amateur observers
were
sure It snowed.
A

me-Do- th

A Humane Apix'al.
humane citizen of Richmond,
Ind.. Mr. V. D. Williams, 107 West
Main St.. says: "I appeal to all persons with weak lungs to take Dr.
King's New Discovery, the only remedy that helped me and fully comes
up to the proprietor's recommenda-Iton.- "
It saves more lives than all
other throat and lung remedies put
together. Used as a cough and cold
cure the world over. Cures asthma,
bronchitis, croup, whooping cough,
quinsy,
hoarseness and
phthisic,
stops hemorrhages of the lungs and
builds them up. Guaranteed at all
dealers. 60c. ad $1.00. Trial bottle
free.
A

EVEOTNO

CITIZEN.

rniD.r. reptembeti
ASirfE

WTTII

SHIPS FIKST "IHE

1901

FAIR TO BE A

GIRL" AS SEEN

BY ARTIST CARL

MEANS

rxSUUPASSFD FACILITIES
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BANK OF COMMERCE of ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

nxnrvns to depositous eveky phopkii accommodation

HUMMER

AND SOLICITS NEW ACCOUNTS.

CAPITAL

$150,000.00

niul Directors:

Offlorr

Billy MarUn Tells of All the
Wonders to be

LUNA, President.

SOLOMON
V. 8.

STIUCKLElt,

V.

Vlco President and Cnsliler.

The following letter very clearly
expresses the enjoyment that is In
prospect for the people win attend
the Socorro county fair:
Hon. Elfego Haca,
Albuquerque, N. M
My Dear Sir and Friend:
The Socorro county fair, which will
take place on September 28. 29 and
30, will be one of the nicest events
ever pulled off in the southern porThe
tion of ihe territory.
baseOiall teams, the amateur
baseball teams, already entered from
Albuquerque and Kl l'aso, and towns
surrounding Socorro, will do some ot
the fastest ball playing ever witnessed. The cow pony races will be
of the best. The broncho riding contest for the championship of southern anil southw ectern New Mexico,
will be participated In by a number of
the very best riders that ever mounted an unwilling horse. The shotgun
shoots will be pulled off by a number
of well known shotgun shots from
different portions of the territory.
Coeklng-main- s,
which is entirely a
new feature and a very attractive
one, gives promise of gathering a
number from El l'aso, Juarez, Can
tral City, Silver City, Mora and other
portions of New Mexico. Our mlner-u- l
and grain exhibits will be as excellent as any ever exhibited at the
world's fair. The company of Jubilee
and plantation singers Is one of the
ibest ever secured for a similar occasion. The carnival, Including balloon
ascension .will be furnished by one
of the best companies on the road.
Two large dancing pavllllons will be
erected for the people desirous of enjoying the tripping of the light fantastic will give a chance to do bo.
to the strains of music furnished by
one of the most noted orchestras In
the territory. The bands for the fair
are the most popular in New Mexico,
and taking all in all. the entire fair
Is one that anyone having the interests and the welfare of our county
to stay away
at heart can
from.
many
Your
friends here will be
more than glad to have you com
and will do what they can In the
way of helping you have a pleasant
time. lie sure to come and bring
your folks.
Governor George Curry, the rough
rider governor, will be present at the
opening of the fair, and will remain
here during the three days' time, if
he can possibly do so, and we would
like to have everyone who has interests in the county meet him.
Very truly yours,
W. E. MARTIN.
rd

J. JOirVSON,

Assistant Cashier.

j. c. iialdiudge,

William Mcintosh,
A. M. niiACKWELI,

O. E. CUOMWELU

MONTEZUMA TRUST CO.

....

jmsmemumm.'tsM

ALBUQUERQUE

mat, in,

nmrnnea

1

NEW IKEXtCQ

capital and surplus, $100,000

INTEREST

ALLOWED

ON

SAVINGS

DEPOSITS

Qm

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
ALBUQUERQUE,

CAMI

HW7tieUTM

The man who wrote "Dearie" declared "the world" Is growing colder
each day." but not bolder. If vou
don't believe It. sraze uoon the mod-- j
..... . . .
. .. . ,
- i
sex,
the 1907 girl, the queen i"
of herii.i.
the flower of the flock, and all that.
Isn't she the real chocolate creams?
Not a Uvdla languish, not an unsophisticated Bertha M. Clay heroine,
who does unconventional
things

trustingly because "he" tells her they
are right, but a delicate,
high-bre- d
damosel who knows
what's what and who's who, and
why, who enjoys a good book. Is ac
quainted with good pictures and can
warble a love song without fancying
that every young man who hears it
is In love with her.
She will never set the river on Are,
this 1907 girl, but oh, how Insidiously, she glides into the heart!
high-minde- d,

Bring us your job wors. Prices
Take DeWitt's Kidney and Bladder Pills for backache, weak kidneys the very lowest and the work will
and Inflammation of the bladder. stand inspection anywhere. Business
Sold by J. H. O'Rielly & Co.
and calling cards a specialty.

NEW MEXICO

OmCKR AND DIRECTOR
JOSHUA 8. RATNOLDS
Preaideal
M. W. FLOURNOT
Vice President
FRANK McKM
Caahler
K. A. FROST
AaalaUnt Cashier
H. F. RAYNOLDI
.....Director
u.

m.

DKPOITORY

Aotborlied Capital
Paid Up Capital. 8oxplu

500,$tt.lt

and Profit
Depository for Atchlten, Toptka k Santa F

I268.000.M
Railway Company

A BANK FOR
ALL THE PEOPLE

ALL THE TIME

!

STATE NATIONAL BANK
ALBUQUERQUE
2nd and Coid

We Take the Firsts!

2nd and Cold

Others Get the Flag !

THE BIG FAIR

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

New Mexico's Twenty-Sevent- h
Annual
Territorial Fair Association

Wholesale Grocers
Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers

7 to 12
OCTOBER
ALHUQUERQUE. NEWINCLUSIVE
MEXICO
$8,000

FOR

TROTTERS,

PACERS

AND

ALBUQUERQUE AND LAS VEGAS

RUNNERS!

...
...

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

TROTTING and PACING PROGRAM!
Purse
Pur.e
Purse
Purse
Purse
Purse

No. 12:17
No. 2-- 2:20
No. 3-- 2:13
No. 4 2:25
No. 5
No. 62:30
Free-For-A-

.

Pace
Trot,
Pace,

Pace

Pace

ll

.

"Denver Post" Stake Race
Veuve Cliquot Yellow Label Champagne
.
-

Trot

.

The Best Horses on the Colorado, Kansas and Texas
Entries and Whirlwind Finishes!

RAILWAY
J. A. WEINMAN
President

RxVTKS.

$

Stake Race
-

Circuits-- Big

qoo
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1,000
1,000

La

500

ESTABLISHED

B, PUTNEY

17

THE WHOLESALE GROCER

1,000

500

FLOUR, GRAIN AND PROVISIONS

List of

Carrtoa the largert and Moat Exclusive Stock of Staple Orocorl.t

la tae Southwest

FARM AND FREIGHT WAGONS

HALF FARE OR BETTER
JAY A. HUBBS
Manager

C9C00cmCK)K93ayomr)m

"OLD HELIABLB."

ROY A. STAMM

Secretary

RAILROAD AVENUE.

ALBUQUERQUE,
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Convenience - Comfort - Security
The telephone make, the
datlea lighter, the eerea let
and the worriee fewer.

rOU

NEi- -

A

The
telephone
preeervee
your health, prolongs your Ufa
and protect your hom

TELEPHONE

IX TOUR HOME

THE COLORADO TELEPHONE CO.

1

Friday. sf.ptt;mrf.r

.

'ALBCQUERQDE

i7.

MINING EVENTSlSHERBET

am

MM E

CLASSIFIED

10

IT

gold-copp-

er

high-grad-

high-grad-

GOVERNOR

VISITS

TERRITORY'S PRISON
Santa Fe. N. M.. Sept. . Uover
nor Curry visited the territorial pris
on yesterday while the board was in
session and together witn tne mem
bers Inspected the buildings and
grounds.
The executive thought a
large numlber of Improvements were
necessary and that needed repairs to
the building and brick, kilns should
be made immediately. He expressed
himself as pleased with the efficient
manner in which the institution was
being conducted iby the new superin
tendent. He was much Interested in
the work being done In the brick
yard. All improvements he thought
should be kept within the apropria- tion allowed for maintenance of the
Institution.
hick Jtcadaclie.
This disease Is caused by a de
rangement of the stomach. Take a
doKe of Chamberlain r .stomaen ana
Liver Tablets to correct this disorder
and the sick headache will disap
pear. For sale by all Druggists,
o
One pint mineral water cures and
prevents constipation. .Ask yonr gro
cer for It.
You don't want to miss the ball
game next Saturday and Sunday.
Trinidad vs. the Mcintosh Hrowns.

The drink mixer leaned back
the soda fountain and wiped
the perspiration from his face with
thp sleeve of his white ccit.
get this
"ee. but I'm glad to iternoor.
i
rest.' be sighed. "All
ain't he:ird anything but 'chocolate
me
mix
Ice cream
plea, and
a sherbet fllzz.'
"What? Never heard of a sherbet
fizz? Why, It's one of the most popular drinks of the season. And the
story of Its Invention I suppose you
don't know that either?
"Watts and bis tea kettle ain't
I never
anything to thla Inventor.
heard his last name, but his first
as 'Willie.' He invented sherbet flzi
by accident, as all great Inventors do,
Willie had never mixed any drinks
before. He came to work on a busy
Saturday and they put him serving
drinks right at the start. Well, he
mixed a couple of Ice cream sodas
and a lemonade all right, and then In
an egg
come a man who wanted
phosphate.
lie Vcvcr "l t On."
"Willie was up against It then, but
he never' let on. He Just said, 'yes.
sir," grabbed up a glass and let down
some lemon syrup; that dlaa t iook
good so he put in some orange. Then
he thought that those two would
only counteract each other, so
he
added some pineapple. Somehow or
other he felt after that that he
after
wasn't making any progress
all, so he decided on some vanilla.
Varum is tne stananru ana us always good.
"It struck him then that It must be
about time to put In something
from a bottle and he made in two
dashes of bitters. A bottle of rum
attracted him next and he added a
dash of that.
"After that he broke an egg Into
the glass. He'd mighty near reached
the end of his row when he thought
of the fountain man's adage, 'when
in doubt add ice cream, so he did.
"In spite of all the truck that was
In already there was still some space
left and Willie filled it with cream.
And Then lie Shook It.
"The logical thing to do next was
to shake the stuff together, and what
ever else Willie was, he was logical
"When he poured the mixture out
he added a little corbonated water
and sprinkled nutmeg on top.
"All this time the customer
had
and when
been looking on wide-eye- d
Willie shoved out the dope he shook
his head.
" 'I ordered an egg phosphate, he
remonstrated.
"Willie was puzzled for a minute
but he never faltered.
" This Is
fizz," he
says, never batting an eye. "Try it
It s great .ana It won t cost you a
cent more than the phosphate.'
"And the customer sucked on tne
straw, tasted, tasted again and said:
you re all right, young man.'
" 'I knew you'd like it, snys Willie
calmly. 'I invented it myself.'
"And then he hurried away to
write the recipe down before he for
got It."

Hgalnst

Territorial

WANTED

FOR RENT

OPPORTUNITIES

WANTED Good carpenters, waiters
PERSONAL PROPERTY LOANS.
and waitresses; also good cooks.
Experienced saleslady, $8 a week,
board and room.
Colburn's
Employment Agency
Furniture,
Piano, Organ
109 West (Silver Ave
Phone 480 On
WANTED Boys 14 to 1 years old Horses, Wagons and other Chattel
also on SALARIES AND WAR
nt the American Lumber Co.
by HOUSE RECEIPTS, as low as lit
WANTED Position as clerk.
young woman with some experi- and as high as $100. Loans art
ence and good references. Address quickly made and strictly
prlvat
115 North Fourth street.
Time: One month to one year given
?
get
through
can
You
It
WANTED
possession
Ooods remain In your
this column.
Our rates are ressonable. Call aoo
couple see us before borrowing.
married
WANTED Toung
wants good room and board In a
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
private family. Address XXX, care
Citizen, stating location and price. Steamship tickets to and from a
parts of the world.
WANTED Situation. Outside work
Rooms I and 4, Grant Elds
by a young man who Is a hustler
10$ H West Railroad Ave.
and willing to work. Address Box
PRIVATE OFFICES.
C, F. P.. care Citizen office.
Open Evenings.
WANTED SPANISH STUDENTS
12 lessons $3.00, Monday, Wednesday and Friday nights. Attend
our night
school. AJbuquerque
ATLAS EMPLOYMENT
Business College. Library building.
desiring" new fall
WANTEIW-iLadleFOR SALE
styles in millinery to call on Miss
BUREAU
Crane, 612 North Second street.
Millinery
dressmaking
parlors.
and
210 South
FOR SALE Furniture,
20S 8. Second Street
Also apprentices
wanted. Phone
Sixth street. Call mornings.
944.
modern
SALE Five-rooFOR
Wanted-- Ar
Young man,
Once, Servant Girl
Situation.
house, most fashionable district In WANTED
23 years of age, desires permanent
city. Cheap if gold at once. B. N.
position with a good reliable firm.
Citizen.
Have had three years' general ofFOR SALE OR RENT A newly
fice experience as bill clerk on a
built house, with 160 feet front
typewriter and can furnish referground. Inquire 915 North Sixth
REAL ESTATE BARGAINS
ences if desired. Please address
street. Owner.
Box C, L. L.. care Citizen office.
FOR SALE.
FOR SALE A first class unused
ticket to the City of Mexico and
acres good garden
return.
Address 'Ticket," care
land ami three-rooFOUND
LOST
Citizen ofllee.
altode house
$ 800
FOR SALE Some people prefer to
Three room house, four
pay 5 per cent agents commission
lots,
North
Fourth
on their sale, others advertise in LOST Small lapfts lazuli brooch set
street
1,000
with peurls. Return to this office
this column.
Three room house and
and receive reward.
an acre of land, three
FOR SALE 102 Armijo Avenue, two
houses; barn, etc. $2,000, $1,600, Lost An opportunity if you did not
miles north of town. ,
400
us these columns.
Three room house, furcash. B. O. T. Apply on premises.
K. A. Cantrtll.
complete,
nished
FOUND Through The Albuquerque
two
good horses, npring
Citizen.
(OK SALE Half Interest In estabwag-oy
and one acre
lished poultry business.
STRAYED One sorrel mare. Rrand-e- d
of land
500
Poultry Yards. J. T. Harger,
on left hip J. O. White feet
Six room house. West
prop., 12th street and Mountain
and spot In forehead. Small sore
New
York
2,500
avenue...
reon
each side of neck. Finder
road.
Six room house. West
turn to E. W. Fee. 602 South
FOR SALE Two good tent houses
Marquette avenue . , . t,800
street.
First
on
Highlands
Central
East
in the
avenue. CheaD If sold at once.
FOR RENT.
Address, J. W. Harvey, 1201 East
Six
room brick
house,
SALESMEN
Central avenue. City.
bath,
cellar,
Fourth
frame house,
FOR SALE
ward
920.00
cellar, born, shed, shade trees, WANTED SALESMAN $75 per week Apartments In Hope fluts,
and expenses. Staple specialty. Old
vines, corner East Copper and Lotwo to six rooms, modestablished house. Permanent. High
cust, $S0O, $600 cash. IS. O. T. E.
ern conveniences, 910 to 20.00
priced men Investigate. References.
A. Cantrel, 102 Armljo avenue.
room brick house,
Four
Frank R. Jennings, Sales Mgr.,
bath, cellar, Fourth ward 23.00
frame house,
FOR SALE
Seven
room
corbrick house,
barn, chicken yard, out house,
modern, furnished or unner East and Cromwell, $1,000, WANTED Capable salesman to covfurnished, close in.
er New Mexico with staple line;
E. A. Cantrel,
$800 cash. B. O. T.
Three rooms for lighthouse-keepinhigh commissions with $100 month102 Armljo avenue.
clown in
ly advance. Permanent position to
15.00
Fife room frame. First
right man. Jess H. Smith Co., Deward
20.00
troit, Mich.
Cruces, having In charge seven ChiMoney to loan in sums
namen, who had been caught while
to suit.
Are you looking for somernlng? Retrying to smuggle themselves into
of The
the united States. They crossed the member the want columns
your
Evening
especial
Citizen are for
border Into New Mexico and accordingly will be kept in Jail at Las benefit. It talks to the people and
you.
they
to
talk
They
215 Wst Gold ive.
El
Paso.
of
Instead
Cruces
were captured Sunday night by inspectors Gonzales and Bernard after
a chase of 18 miles.
HAIR DRESSER AM) CIIIROPO-DIST- .
The Tecolote Consolidated Copper
company, capitalized at $1,5000.000,
Mrs. Bambini, at ner parlors oppowith the total amount of the capital
site the Alvarado and next door to
stock already subscribed, is a new
Sturges' cafe, Is prepared to give
corporation that plans to do big
thorough scalp treatment, do hair
things in the wav of developing the
dressing, treat corns, bunions and Inmines of San Miguel county. The
She gives massage
growing nails.
principal stockholder Is Edwin W.
Mrs.
treatment and manicuring.
Jackson of New York City, a wealthy
Bambini's own preparation of comcapitalist, who is willing to manifest
plexion cream bu.lds up the skin and
his faith In the future of the copper,
, oal and marble deposits of the Tecimproves the complexion, and is
not to be injurious. She
guaranteed
olote district by the Investment of a
also prepares a hair tonic that cures
million dollars in cold cash.
and prevents dandruff and hair fallGood Thing to 1 jit.
ing out; restores life to dead hair;
pies,
bread,
and
cake
muile
Home
removes moles, warts and superfluous
hot tamalea, chile. Call phone 1045.
hair. Massage treatment by vibrator
4((S
West
Tiieras avenue. Orders
For any blemish of the
machines.
taken for Mexican lunches. Mrs. D.
face, call and consult Mrs. Bambini.
A. Austin.
Kodol for Indigestion and DyspepThe Touch That Heals
sia, a combination of natural digest-ant- s
of
Arnica
Bucklen's
touch
Is the
and vegetable acids, digests the
Salve. It's the happiest combination
food Itself and gives strength and
of arnica flow era anil healing balsams
health to the stomach. Pleasant to
ever compounded. No matter how
take. Sold by J. H. O Rielly & Co.
old the sore or ulcer Is, this salve
will cure it- - For burns, scalds, cuts
wounds or piles, it's an absolute cure.
Guaranteed by all druggists. 25o.
NOTICE 1 OK PlItLl CATION.
Department of the Interior, Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
August 19. 1907.
o
Notice Is hereby given that
Carabajal, of Atrisco, N. M.,
to
filed
his
intention
of
has
notice
make final five year proof In support
of his claim, viz: Homestead Entry
No. 7:160, made September 2S, 1902,
NE U. E H SE '4. Secfor the E
tion 30, Township 11 N, Range 2 W
and that said proof will be made be-- f
TIIF.Y
W NOTIUXt. ! F.i:i I.IKE !''(
ire H. W. S. Otero, V. S. court commissioner, at Albuquerque, N. M., on
I sTPPUKF. THIS 1$ Till E.
October 5. 1907.
Ill T IX OKDFK TO
He names the following witnesses
to prove his continuous residence upWHICH TO l'C- HAVE XOMi:
Willi
on, and cultivation of, the land, viz:
y
ChavAnoya,
IS
XE F.SSAKY TO HAVE SOME OTHER
Romulo
Ju.in Baca
l.i:i IT
ez, Juan Castas, Donaciano Tapia, all
TIIIX4;. ONE OF THI.SE IS BRAIN. AND ANof Atrisco, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.
OTHER I SOME .MONEY. WE DO NOT I I
V.
o
A
your
At
stomach.
Don't neglect
RRUXS IX SET. HIT A PEKl'SAI, OF
m
the first indication of trouble take
something that will help it along In
I I.I, SHINE IP THE ONES Vol
IX
(t)l.l
Ol
It
Kits work of digesting the food you
dys!
Indigestion
eat. Kodo for
and
HAVE, ANI AN
IX THE
ADVERTISEMENT
pepsia will do this. Sold by J. H.
D Hielly & Co.
EVENINt. I'lI.EN Wil l, t.O A I.ONti W AY TO-V-

FOR HKXT Two rooms for light
601
housekeeping.
No invalids.
North Second street.
FOR RENT Two "furnished con
nected front rooms. with hath,
heat and light. 423 South Third
street.
FtR RENT Ught, airy well-funishet? rooms for rooming or llgnt
housekoeplng. All rooms opening
on the outside. Price, $1 per weak
House, R24
and up. Mtnneapill
South Sectnd. A. T. Ojvjve, Proprietor.
furnished
RENT Pleasant
FOR
room to lady In good health. 628
South Arno street.
FOR RENT A few nicely furnished
rooms, with use of bath, very reasonable; no Invalids. Hotel Cralgc,
Silver avenue, between First and
Second Btreets,
FOR RENT More people who need
a house, a room or a rancn, win
see this ad today, than even a rsal
estate agent covld interview In a
long time.

MONEY to LOAN

Oeo. C
and old time resl
He
dent of Silver City, Is dead.
came to the territory from Athens,
(ia., in 1866.
.

After a lingering illness of over a
year's duration. Mrs. Nettie
Eurle
died at 10:45 o'clock last night nt
the home of her sister, Mrs. J. H
Ward, in Las Vegas.
Judge Seaman Field, one of the
oldest and best citizens or .New Mexico, died at Deming Tuesday.
He
came to the territory In 18S2 and is
by
five
a widow and
survived
child
ren.
The Advocate, a wekly democratic
newspaper published in Artesla, N,
has been sold to oayle Talbot
John Ii. Enfield and others, who will
conduct it hereafter as a straight
democratic paper. Oayle Talbot was
the editor and proprietor of the paper
some years ago and eold out on account of 111 health. He has agaia resumed Its ownership.
M.,

m

and

m

Bred-to-La-

Chi-cag-

o.

mskm

Wm. Reese, of Douglas, while
rounding a corner In his auto, saw
that a street car wan atiout to strike
his machine and he quickly threw
around the guide wheel, thiw escaping death in the collision but overturning the auto.
His collarbone
a. broken, his wife's right injured
and the muscles of both arms of
Mrs. Ida Schutz were torn.
Considerable concern Is expressed
by friends over the whereabouts of .1.
Healv, recently employed In the
county recorder in
office of the
nuenlx. Ariz. He went to Prescott
on a business trip and was expected
to be gone about two weeks.
The
last heard erf him was a letter
by Mrs. Healy.
dated August 24 and written in the Burke hotel in Prescott.
Hartwood, one of the pair of tine
sorrel driving horses o tied by Col.
Epes Randolph, was killed by lightning in the thunder storm which passed over Tucson, Ariz., at 11 o'clock
lilddy, a beautiful
this morning.
Muck saddle mare, owned by Mrs.
Randolph wa
partially
stricken
blind by the same bolt. An effort is
being made to preserve the ight of
4
4 I
one of the animal's eves.
f I '4 I
I .Mcrrliunts
I
of Alhuqiicrqne.
y
Ritur-inending
month
last
For the
the old Dominion mine in AriAll the business men of Albu- zona will show the greatest monthly
cjuurque can assist materially in
by
advertising the big
production of the e. :uer in Is
f ilr.
bringing to The Citizen office
the mitput of me smelter being
about 3,'."""A"iO pounds, although 4 their business envelopes and
the actual figures are not at hand. 4 having an advertisement printed
The full batterv of furnaces has been 4 upon the reverse l ie. The fair
in operation until several days ago, 4 association will pny all charges,
when a leak caused the temporary 4 and the management urges all
4 who are interested in its success
closing down of one of them.
4 to avail themselves
of tali
means if tendering
4
E!
of
Chinese Inspector Oonzales
Paso, Tex, left last night for La

$$$$$$ftM$f $$t$$$$$$$$$$$$

uttim

want eld

paves

the

way,

To wealth and comfort day
by day.

It's sure to pay a dividend,
For the want ad is the poor
man's friend.
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t t t
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IT PAYS TO ADVERTISE

BUSINESS

PHYSICIANS
m. sheridan, m. d.

1ITJST

&

brovsox

ITomeopatldc Physicians

and

Pit. C. A. FRANK
Physician and Surgeon.
Rooms 4 and 5 Bornott Building.
Office hours, 8 to 12, 2 to 5, and
to 8 p. m.

rmsr class shoemaker"
AND REPAIRER
ommmM

7

DR. J. E. KRAFT
Dental Surgery.
Room 2 and 8. Bnrnett Bntlding,
Over O'RIelly's Drug store.
Appointments made by mall.
Phone 744.
EDMUND J. ALGEK, D. D. S.
m. to 12:30 p. m.
5 p. m.
made by mall.
Ave.
Phone 450.

LAWYERS
BRYAN

Attorney at Law.
Office,

torn North rirm

TAILOR

New ai rivals of finest Foreign Materials; handsome line in browns, t
shade for the coming season
V. T. Armljo Building.

DENTISTS

V. D.

mont,
1

Highland Livery
Saddle

IL

Central

L. C. GIELIJZ

Sur

geons. Over Vann'9 Drug Store.
Phone, Office and Res., 828.

Odlce hours, 9 a.
1:30 to
Appointments
300 West Central

E.

P. Matteucci

8 A 7, N. T. Armljo Building.

DRS. BRONSOV

202

French Bakery Xo.

Physician and Surgeon
Room

BREAD
Look for the Label

Occidental Ufo Building.
Tcleplone, 886.
ML R. L.

CARDS

BUTTERNUT

Physician and Surgoon

Homeopathic

a specialty.
Proprietors o

horses

s

In the city.

"Sadie," the picnic wago.
BAMBROOK BROS.
Phone B9.
112 John Strew

MIIvLylNERY

New Fall Hats,
Myles.
LADIES' TAILORING
MISS CRANE
BtMN. mmcona
Up-To-Da-

te

RhonmeAA

FANCY DRY GOODS
Stamping Done to Order.
Materials for

,;

FANCY WORir
Mrs. M.

C

Wilson

224 W. 6oi(T
;

W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.

Attorney at Law.

LIVERT, SALE, FEED AND
'
TRANSFER STABLES.
Horses and Mules Bought and Exchanged.
BEST TOURNOUTS IN THE CITT
Second Street, between Railroad and
Copper Avenue.

Odlce Cromwell Block,
Aluhqucrque, N. M.

Don't Forget The

First National Bank Building,
Aluhqucrque, N. M.
E. W. DOBSOV

g,

Desl-deri-

A

w.

r-

A. Montoya

Topics
Spea-res-

A LD S

THEY REACH MORE PEOPLE DAILY THAN YOU CAN SEE IN A MONTH

Ore Discoveries of Almost True Story of How Popular
Drink Was Invented
Dally Occurrence In
by Novice.
Many Fields.
Jerome, Arias.. Sept. 6. K vents are
moving rapidly in this portion of the
Jtrnme copper belt. The new streak
of pay ore Just encountered by the
i.ittiu ruiixv nnd the United Verde
Extension companies have set the
whole camp agon and wrought up
local onerators to the tiptoe 01 ex
pectancv:
The rich strike was
made nt the 40 foot level, and ns me
hafts have (tone down the character
of the ore has proven even better
thnn ut first Indicated.
An Important group of developing
companies In the near vicinity ot me
L'nlted Verde Lb Immediately affected
bv an event of this nature, especially
has
In view of the secrecy which
the unuer-tfroun- d
habitually
shrouded
biff
mine of
operations of the
the Montana senator. At the Verde
Orande shaft the whirr of machinery
now betokens the steady progress of
who have
the sinking work, and all
viewed the new plant pronounce It
ever
the best and most complete
brought Into the district, barring, of
course, the great United Verde equip
ment.
At Phoenix.
The stockholders of the Central
Mining and Development company.
operating the Two Queens group of
mines In Pinal county,
may well take considerable satisfaction from the showing made recently
at the stockholders' annual meeting
held here. The company is now on
a solid financial basis, as Indicated
by the reports of the treasurer and
financial agent. The company has
on hand a cash balance of some
J3E.000, with subscriptions for stock
still to be collected amounting to
about $80,000. The number of stockholders is 4.021, and there Is still a
treasury reserve of unsold stock to
the number of 1.817.S50 shares, constituting an asset of large value to
the company. A fine equipment of
machinery has recently been installed at the main working shaft on the
property, and rapid progress may be
looked for In the drivings of the
shafts and tunnels.
At Mansfield.
The Mansfield copper mine congood progress, and
report
to
tinues
the aggressive policy of the company
Is showing most substantial results.
Sampling on two lots of ore recently
out showed assay values of $112 and
very
large
A
$128 respectively.
e
shipping
amount of this
soon
as
as
the
will
available
be
ore
pew Btopes are opened, while at the
same time an Immense tonnage of
exceptionally rich milling ore will be
ready to be blocked out. The procuring of adequate milling facilities Is
connow
the Immediate problem
fronting the Mansfield management.
A 200-to- n
mill Is contemplated, but
there can be no doubt that its enlargement to a capacity of 1.000 tons
daily will be absolutely required as
development of the already demonstrated ore bodies proceeds. The Cap
shaft Is now down 140 feet, and some
e
very
ore Is being taken
out.

page .r;vi:v

FIZZ

m

ARE MOVING

evening citizen.

ALBUQUERQUE
IRA M. BOND
Attorney at Law.
Pensions, Iand Patents, Copyrights,
Caveats, Letter Patents, Trade
Marks, Claims.
32 F. street, N. M. Washington, D. C.

PLANING

MILL.

THE OLDEST MILL IN THE CITT.
When In need of aasb, door, frame
work
upectalty. 4X
First street. Telephone 0S.

Thos. F. Keleher
PArvr

DETOES READT

One Gallon Covers 600 Square

INSURANCE

tiuu roof

i--.ii

JAP-A-LA-

B. A. SLEYSTETt

Fm

rAnrr

6tops Leaks, Lasts Five

Tear.

C

408 West Railroad Avanaa

Insurance, Real Estate, Notary
TOTI a ORAD I
Public.
Rooms 13 and 14, Cromwell Block, Dealers In Q recedes. Provisions, H
Albuquerque, N. 31. Phone 130.
Grain and Fuel.
Fine Line of Imported Wines Llqaort
and Cigars. Place your orders f
A. E. WALKER
this line with us.
NORTH TH T.D BT.
Fire Insurance.
Secretary Mutual Building Association
217 West Central Avenue.
M. L. KCIICTT

THIRD STREET

Meat Market

AU Kinds of Fresh and Salt Ma
Ileal Estate and Loans.
Steam Sausage Factory.
Agent for tlio Travelers Inxuranee
EMIL KLlKVttOliT
Company, llartfora. Conn., Life and Masonic Bulldlns;, North TL-- 4
eomiutnjr
Accident. The strongest
writing accident insurance
the
In
THORVTOV A CO.
world.
EXPERT 1I018E CLEAVERS.
219 South Second Sstreel.
121 N. 3rd St.
Stove repairing, polishing and setting up a specialty.
We hire only
MISCELLANEOUS
the most experienced help la our
line.
I 'hone, Office 480. :: Res. 620.
WILLIAM WALLACE M'CI.FLLAN
Justice of the Peace, Precinct
No. 12. Votary Public.
Collections.
Office 22 1 North SeMnd Street.
Resilience 723 North Fourth Street,
Alubquorque, X. M.
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Notary PuMlc.
with W. B. Chllders,
Gold Avetiue.
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M. ONKII VXD. WE IK'V HOI XK.
IIOI.lt .Mls, 211 W. t.OI I) AVE.
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Architect- Rimiiiii 40 and 47. Harnett llulliliiiy.
Vlbuquei ttc, V. M. Phone S55.
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ALBUQUERQUE

pack F:i;ilT.

I'AKAOK

V. !.. lav. of I.a
al Hotel (.'ralg.'.

In Style,

('. T. linnvn, thf Socorro mining
man. was an Albuquerque visitor

yes-tctila- y.

r

this morning.

nr.

Reliance Electric Co.

HI

Phone

502 West Central

131

Alibuquer-(ue-Kstnnc-

la

Plumbers

321-32-

3

W. Central
Avenue

Tinners

You
Will
Soon
Need

Fall Su'ts for Men

Fall Suits for Boys
Fall Neckwear and Hose
Fall Styles of Hats

.s

WOOD

W.

Attorney H. M. Dougherty and W.
E. Martin, who were In the territory
lal metropolis vesterdav boosting Tor
the Socorro county fair returned
home last night.
Rev. W. J. Marsh, pator of the
Congregational church, has returned
from Escondldo. Cal.. where he was
called recently bv the death of the
wife of a brother.
Dr. D. It. Conner left this afternoon
on the flyer for his home at Phoenix,
Ariz., after a pleasant visit In the
city to his brother. Dr. C. H. Conner, the local osteopath.
H. II. Hefts, city clerk of Silver
City, passed through this morning en
by
Mrs. T
route east, accompanied
Hetts. They are going to New York m
and Boston for a month's visit.
Mrs. James Stewart and Mrs. J. E.
Franklin are enjoying a visit from

GO.

NEW ARRIVALS

ANTHRACITE

Come in; we're here all the time

&

HAHN

t

11

INCREASING IN VALUE STEAD
ILY, 15 TO 20 PEH CENT. WE
HAVE riVE HUNDRED DOLLARS
WORTH OE SMALL STONES WE
WILL SELL AT IjOWEK PRICES
THAN THEY CAN RE BOUGHT Af
WHOLESALE.
VANN JEWELRY CO.
One Dour South of Drug Storp.

I

STOVE

ULLalXn

BENNETT'S CURIO STORE
109 North First St.

All Kindt el Indian and Mexican Ceods. Ybe Cheapest
Place to bay Navajo Blankets and Mexican Drawn Work
Mall Order Carefully and Promptly rilled.

YOUR FALL SUO
have hundreds of the finest imported and domestic fabrics, all of them
handsome pieces, and absolutely correct for the coming season. If you want
a suit that is different from the rank and file of suits, perfect in fit and finish,
and unexcelled in wearing qualities, come in and see us. Our garments are
made by a tailoring house that has established a world-wid- e
reputation.
and our guarantee is satisfaction or
They cost no more than the ready-madno money.

We

Champion Grocery Co.
Meats. Ktaitle and

lirtKvrU-H- ,
c'K tunica.

Fnnrv

Fruits and

Scn.-nall- e

e,

s

G.G. PE.RRY,

CLOTHIER

HABERDASHER

119 SOUTH SECOND

When vou desire Absolut
Comfort In Properly fitted
Glasses Consult us.
BEBBER OPTICAL CO.

A

The Central
Avenue Clothier

CTCDTVT

CIlVirUVT

JimVli

ALL

o.

HARDWARE

coming to you.

mll-llne- rv

t

Ave.

while to buy your things here.
That's a pretty good reason; but there are
others. We've a lot of other things that men
wear, that are worth having, too. If you
haven't found out that this store is the headquarters for quality stuff, you've got something

COAL

i'

THE WAGNER

io7

.

simply that we sell Hart Schaifner
HT&isn't
Marx clothes that you find it worth

Wel-iesle-

officer O. F. Murray, of the territorial mounted police, stationed at
Kettner, Is in the city on oftlcial
business.
Mrs. E. V. Dobson and daughter.
Miss Sue, returned home this mornNOTICE
ing from an outing spent on the Pa-ciDr. It. M. Williams
coast.
DENTIST
Has moved to rooms 24 and
United States Marshal C. M. For-ak25, Harnett Hldg.
Most modern
returned to the city this morn- 4if electrical
equipment in South- ing from a visit to his cattle ranch
ti west.
at Kngle, N. M.
J. E. Newcomer, recently with Armour & Co., at Pueblo,
accepted
a clerical position lu the utllce of the
lower Sajita Fe yards.
Mr. and Mrs. Max Xordhaus, who
were married in Santa Fe on the
Albuquerque last
In
Cth. arrived
night and are registered at the Alva-rad-

work you may have.

ft

It.

Ariz.

never sends inexperienced
workmen on any of the jobs;
one of the members of the firm
always gives his personal attention to all work entrusted to his
care. Let us furnish you with
an estimate on any electrical

i

H. HrlgKs returned

home
lan evening from an extended visit
In the east.
John F. Fullerton, of Socorro, arrived this morning from a visit to
the Pacific coast.
Mrs. I.. A. Collins and daughter, of
Cubero. X. M., are In the city visiting and shopping.
Mr. and Mrs, Joseph Harnett have
returned from un outing spent in the
Jempz mountain.
Mrs. Max Schuster has returned
(."in Philadelphia, where she was
visiting her daughter.
Mrs. A. (irunsfeld returned to her
home here yesterday after a year's
absence In Kurope.
J. U. 1dgblll. representing the Associated Wool lirowers' company. Is
In the city on business.
Attorney Summer
Purkhart and
wife anticipate leaving this eveniiifi
on a pleasure tr'p east.
Geo. Utter, a mining man of Silver
City, was in the. city between trains
this morning while en route, to Arizona.
Forest Inspector T. S. Woolsey, Jr.,'
who has been In the city on olllclal
business, left last night for Flagstaff,
Mrs.

13

i

Mrs.

tho city on

In

is

Mrs. H.iiiou. of SOS Santa Fe avenue, wa a iiiiwiim-for Algodones

TIIC

III

of (.iiants,

business.

II
to 2, $1.25 to 2.25;
to II, $1.00 to $1.85;
to 6, $1.75 to $2.50
2

ift

Ilathnay. brother of

Q.

V.

Kyli

FOR GIRLS
8

rg-Ist.-I'i- 'd

Fi

to 2, $1.50 to $2.25;
to
$1.75
$2.50

$1.25 to $2.00;
to 5
2

j

the mining m:n, Ms
I'onney, N. AI.
Cpoiko A K.io iiKin wan a nnrth- lnHinil pa.'srtiirer thl morning.
Au.iri y II. V. 1. lSiyin ti;n
il finn a business trip tn Santa

FOR BOYS
13,

J'y:i,

Miss
Miss Kate Hell.
has Just returned to the continent from a year trip abroad.
iMIs
Jennie t'nilg. reeognh'.ed as
Albuquerque's favorite musician for
dance and theatre work and who
has officiated as pianist for the Kill
orchestra ever since it was organized
We are taking orders for these
has severed her connection with that
one little preserving Tomatoes.
new
a
orchestra, and Joined
which will make Its appearance In
public In the near future.
Only 5c per Pound.
Duncan MeCllvray has returned to
his home at Kstancla
from New
Also 25 pound boxes of the
York, where he went recently to purchase automobiles for the
large
ones for canning.
nutomo1iln line. Ho
succeeded In getting the kind of cars
that he wanted and thev are on the MONARCH GROCERY CO.
road now and expected in time to
have the line open by fair time.
Phone SO, 307 W. Central
Edward Sultz and daughter, Miss
Ionian, will leave on the Chicago
limited this evening for Uoston.
where Mr. rtpltz will study the wooly
market while Miss Snltz enters
college for a three year course.
Wellesley college Is on of the leading collges of the east for young
ladles.
Miss Jane McPartland. the Central avenue milliner, and her trim- AMERICAN hlCK,
mer, Miss Fiona Oarsky, have reCElUUIiIOS IXMP.
turned from spending a large part
of the summer 111 the wholesale
houses of tilt- - east, buying
goods and learning the new styles.
Hon. J. F. Sulzer, member of the Furnace,
late legislature and Governor Hager-mnn'Mixed,
appointee as chairman of the
New Mexico penitentiary hoard, reNut.
turned to the city last night from cm:an CJAS COKE,
attending a mceing of the board held
SMITIIINU COAL.
at the Capital City.
NATIVK KINDIilNC..
Judge A. H. Fall, attnrnev general
of New Mexico, left last n'.ght for El
CASH ONLY.
foil
Paso after spending several days in
the city looking after the territory's
interests In the land case, which was
on trial on demurrer before Judge
Ira A. Abbott.
.Mr. and Mrs. H. C. Huchanan left
TKI.KPIIONE 91.
last night for Chniiute. Kan., their
now
old home, where they are
called
on the
mission of burying their
H.
GO.
family burial
little child in th
ground?. The chifd passed away
here.
Miss Ethel Hlckey. Miss Harsch
and Miss Lucy Hazeldine will leave DIAMONDS ARE TRUMPS
on the limited tomorrow evening for
New York, where they will sail for
THE TIME
They expect to be absent
Europe.
from the states at least a year.

Tomatoes

A 1MIH

T. J. Ourren.
In tin1 city f rum

They have as much snap as footwear for ;ros n up
people. Marrish looking lasts for boys, dainty
styles for girls. They have the right shape to fit
the foot of a growing child properly.
No unsightly wrinkles, no pinching. They are
made of reliable miterials and put together in such
a way that they will stand the hardest wear and
keep their shape. OUR PRICES ARE EXTRA
REASONABLE.

to

ritin.w, srrTEMnnt

Hell

PERSONAL.
Mis

8

CITIZEN.

EXINO

their sister.

7L
Our School Shoes MaKe Good
Fit and Wear.

EY

Zxolutlvt Optlelaas

1

10 South Second St.
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Lense Grinding Done on Premises
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115-11- 7

A Majestic Range

is conducive

COE
JEWELER

to morality. No worry Light
expense Good results. A car
load of them on the way. Come in

EVERY THJNG
IN THE JEWELRY LINEj
FINE WATCH REPAIRING

1O

South
Second

DIAMOND PALACE

Railroad Avenue
We

ui-- u,

smify clothing

you

Get the

R

H

Sam Peck's celebrated boys' clothing
the best on earth
$5.00 to $7.50 per suit

E. L. Washburn Company

XJTf LZSi t3

V

VA.

NORTH FIRST STREET

COOKING

SADDLERY
HARNESS

WARE

ENAMELED

UTENSILS

.

.

.

P Alsl Y
Y It?teil
HI.TN Eunci
COM
Hardware

I
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UNION

j

MEAT

Our new fall and winter stock of Men's and Boy's
Clothing is almost complete
We are agents for STEIN-BLOCClothing for
Men this is the best to be obtained $18.00 to
$32.00 per suit-- - try a suit

U

Let Us Supply Your Needs iot the Fair

will jhnl it here.

Habit

Stein-Bloc- h

as Jtf

At Best Possible Prices

First Class Groceries and Meats
323 South Second Phone 791

:

me

We Have a Very Desirable Line of

fc

& COMPANY

XX

M

K

Between Central ant! Copper Ave.,

THE

Diamonds, Wutches, Jewelry, Cut (ilass, Clocks, Silverware
Invite your trade ami guarantee A Square D, ill.

If its

jb.

STOVES
RANGES
LDMM0R1

llfilll

1

V&A--

MARKET

MILLER

MINE AND MILL

HOME C0ME0RT

SUPPLIES!

and
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STEEL RANGES

'iliSl
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COOK STOVES

Quality
Best Prices Possible

g

HEATING STOVES

WAGONS

re

ENAMEL

WORKERS

XXX14

7

and

$
At

SPORTING

t

TINWARE

113--

1

IB-11- 7

and

SHEET METAL

h

Your Patronage Is Solicited
and Courteous Treatment
Assured.
o

and

IMPLEMENTS

PLUMBERS

Every Thing in the
Meat Line First Class in

XX XXX

'f.-

if.

NATIONAL

H. B. Wallenhorst, Prop.
207 Wtst Gold
Phone 601

1

GOODS

ana
AMMUNITION

SOUTH FIRST

STREET AND

401-40-

3

NORTH

FIRST STffEST
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